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It’s enough to make one’s heart skip a beat, even
as we have skipped a beat in the publication of this
newspaper. The “promised” February 28 “EXTRA!”
issue could not be allowed to go to press and the
scheduled issue of March 7 was unavoidably delayed
by nothing less than the Phoenix literally coming out
of its shell. We fully intend to resume bi-weekly
publication as in the past and with only a little bit of
support and encouragement that will be changed as
this little News Review becomes that which it has
always been intended to be: The Voice of the People
in the Age of the People.
AMAZING REVELATIONS
This issue is going to come as quite a shock to
most readers. I ask only that you TURN UP THE
WICK AND USE YOUR GOD-GIVEN
DISCERNMENT to sort through the information
provided herein and arrive at your own conclusions.
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You will hear it said, if you haven’t already, that
mere publication of this issue constitutes somehow an
“Ed Young” type of mutiny. Nothing could be further
from the truth. On the contrary, to NOT publish this
issue—to allow USURPERS to take over publication
of this Journal of the Phoenix—would be to allow a
SPECTRUM-type takeover. This issue is going to
press despite every effort made to stop it, in order that
you will be challenged to stand up and be counted—
and we shall see clearly on which side of the Great
Divide you stand.
The simple TRUTH is that I, Ronald Kirzinger,
am the responsible party with regard to CONTACT
newspaper in my capacities as the officers and boards
of directors for CONTACT, INC. and PHOENIX
SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. This issue is going
out on “my” authority despite every effort to prevent
you from having an opportunity to read it.
Before jumping into the outlay of what shall prove
to be among the greatest revelations in the entire
history of mankind, we’re going to have to closely
examine “current events”, as boring as that may be.
But I do not believe you will find it boring if you are
at all interested in the outworking of the Divine Plan
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because, believe it or not, THIS IS IT.
WE HAVE PASSED THE FINISH LINE AND
IT IS A NEW WORLD ALREADY. THE PHOENIX
IS OUT OF ITS SHELL AND YES, YOU HEARD
IT HERE FIRST if you were not among those who
have witnessed the PROOF. You might take notice of
some very unusual events taking place in the World:
a sudden convocation of international representatives
in Iraq—involving IRAN, for goodness’ sakes; Dick
Cheney and the Neocons routed and on the run; a
federal judge ruling to support Second Amendment
rights in Washington, DC of all places; Mr. Putin
visiting with the Pope; efforts to reunify the Catholic
and Orthodox churches AFTER ONE THOUSAND
YEARS of separation. Watch closely and you just
might see the Hand of God at work in all of these
strange and sudden changes.
The Lords of this World are subject to the
Overlords and the Overlords are subject to the
OVERMIND. That Overmind has decreed how it
shall be and proven to “their” complete satisfaction
that the Age of Man is OVER. There has been a
POLE SHIFT in the sense that the POLARITY has
been reversed. The orders have come and are coming
(Continued on page 2)
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down the pyramid to allow for the Will of God to be
manifest. This is the GOOD NEWS for which man
has awaited but for some there shall be only weeping
and the gnashing of teeth—and for others, there
simply is no existence within permanent reality.
Are you surprised? Did you not see the cracks in
the shell presaging this event? REJOICE, good
readers, for GOD HAS RETURNED AND THE
DIVINE PLAN IS BEING MANIFEST BEFORE
YOUR VERY EYES! Your perspective on this
wondrous news is going to be determined by where
you stand—whether within or without the Gates of
Heaven. And “you know who” (Saint PETER, in case
you forgot, sillies, and yes, for “you who know”, that
would be DHARMA) is the keeper of those pearly
gates!
Who am “I” to speak of these things? Well,
perhaps I am just a good chela, one who actually
believed and had faith, one who understood and took
to heart the need to become like a CHILD again and
who TRUSTED our Divine Parents. ALL ARE
INVITED but thus far, while many have been called,
very few have CHOSEN. Let’s change that, shall we?
YOU ARE LIVING IN THE PARABLE. The
marvelous thing is that you will play the role of your
own choosing, from hero/heroine to bum/outcast. IT
IS OVER. GOD HAS WON. All that remains is how
and where YOU stand in the stage lights, the
wondrous illumination of the PHOENIX RISEN. In
the end, ALL IS LIGHT and those illusory shadows
are VANISHED.
For now, however, we must come down to the
Earth—a journey from the truly sublime back into the
ridiculous, as it were, the world of shadowy illusion.
“Sordid” is a word which springs from an incorrect
perspective. It is ridiculous, indeed, for any man to
think he can stand in the way of God’s Plan as some
sort of would-be KING, as some are about to discover
to far worse than their own mere chagrin.

EFFORT HAS BEEN AND IS BEING MADE TO
STOP THIS ISSUE FROM REACHING YOU. The
fact that you are reading this now, however, bears
testament to the futility of trying to block God’s
Purposes.
The sequence of events leading up to the current
situation is laid out below:

comment and they both went silent as I came in
the room. “Something” told me I wanted a fresh
cup of coffee and “something” (perhaps only my
own “paranoia” but perhaps something more
meaningful—at this point I simply do not know)
told me to keep that last cup of coffee and take it
with me. I wrote up a note for EJ, handed it to
him and left, checking into a nearby hotel.
11. At a Board Meeting of the Tallano Foundation
held on Tuesday, March 6 Mr. Ekker declared that
ALL of the funds which have gone into support
and development of the Tallano Foundation have
been his PERSONAL money. Now that I didn’t
have to woryy about being put out on the street
for opposing EJ, I ensured that the record of the
meeting also contained my EXCEPTION to that
declaration. I have spoken with the other Board
members and they do not believe that my behavior
was at all “disruptive” (the word EJ used to
describe this same event to ones on his email list).
12. Following the Board Meeting I went to the office
of Erick San Juan. He was not there but staff put
me through to him on the phone. He agreed to
meet at my hotel and in our subsequent meeting I
explained all of the foregoing to him. I DID NOT
ACCUSE EJ EKKER OF ANYTHING; I merely
laid out the facts as I see them. He said he
wanted to go talk to EJ, to get his position on
things, and he told me he would send someone to
my room to get that last cup of coffee I had taken
with me in order to have it tested. The next
morning, Erick San Juan called and told me I
should take the sample to a nearby clinic, on foot,
but again, “something” told me this might not be
the best way to handle things, so I told him I did
not wish to leave my room. I have not heard from
him since then.
13. On Friday, March 9 I called Lulu, the owner of
the condo, and was informed by her that Mr.
Ekker said I went back to Canada—and she went
ahead and leased the condo to another party.
14. It has taken me a while to get set up for
communications. I do not have access to my
main, working computer and this is being done on
my laptop, which, fortunately, I took with me
when I left EJ’s condo. When I emailed EJ to ask
what happened with regard to the condo, he said
he sent me an email “several days” earlier. No
such email was ever received by me.
15. As I sorted through over 180 emails, I
discovered that EJ has been telling people that
I have ACCUSED HIM OF POISONING Doris
and intending to poison me. That’s a crime in
this country, he says, and on that basis, he says,
the corporate resolutions are “immaterial”, he
says.
16. I have made a commitment to put out this issue
of the newspaper despite every effort on the part
of EJ Ekker to block it. Some emails from EJ
Ekker are included elsewhere in this issue to show
the lengths he is going to in his efforts, even to
the extent of “terminating” me as a Director of
Global Alliance! Co-equal directors CANNOT
DO THAT, as he should certainly know.

FINAL ACT: OVERVIEW
Please do not view the contents of this issue as
some sort of “he said … but he said…” because even
though there are as many truths as there are people,
there is still only one truth. The more the issue can
turn on “JUST THE FACTS, MA’AM”, the better.
Go into this exercise in discernment well cautioned
that emotional appeals are at best meaningless in the
absence of factual underpinnings.
In this issue you are going to come across a
jumble of information. In order to make it as cohesive
as possible, I will try to present it in mostly
chronological order, so you can follow the sequence of
events as it unfolded. I have endeavored to avoid
appealing to emotions. Nevertheless, there is no way
to avoid expressing my PASSION for the Truth and at
the same time it is not possible for me to present “my”
observations of fact from anything but “my”
perspective. And so, I can only ask that you bear with
this presentation and try to follow it “as if” you are the
observer of the events.
It should also be pointed out up front that I am
working from a very disadvantaged position in putting
together this issue. I have been put out on the street
in a strange country, denied access to any source of
funds, “terminated” (not really but the effect is very
much the same), cut off from access to friends and
business associates (who have been mightily LIED to
about the very events presented herein), stripped of my
working computer, corporate records, key files and
very personal information, betrayed by key people
calling themselves friends of God and myself—and
told to return to Canada “if there is to be any chance
of us working together”. EVERY DAMNED

1. EJ Ekker demanded that I publish the truly
blasphemous writings from “Jonur”, which are
purported to be messages transmitted on behalf of
Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, GCH and
ATON, the One Light and Highest Energy in our
Universe.
2. I categorically refused to participate in any such
dissemination of blasphemy.
3. For my “insubordination”, it was made clear by
Mr. Ekker that I would be put out on the street,
cut off from any access to Global Alliance funds,
and that every effort would be made to prevent
my participation in anything involving “The
Mission”.
4. At Board meetings of Global Alliance attended by
Dr. Ronald S. Carlson and his wife, Dr. Melissa
Yee, the foregoing issues were brought out and
examined, resulting in two corporate resolutions
intended to provide for my security and ensure
continuation of the projects under my direction.
5. The first RESOLUTION was necessitated by Mr.
Ekker’s categorical refusal—witnessed by the
aforementioned Board meeting attendees—to so
much as verbally assure that I would have a roof
over my head to do my Mission-related work. It
was RESOLVED that in order to provide me with
a secure working environment and peace of mind,
Global Alliance would provide me with
accommodations comparable to those enjoyed by
Mr. Ekker.
6. The second RESOLUTION was necessary because
EJ Ekker has control over all of the funds of
Global Alliance and because there was a need to
ensure that $100,000 allocated to fund the new
“Internet TV station” and “Energized Water”
projects would not be withdrawn, allowing me to
develop those projects without financial
uncertainty. It was RESOLVED that $100,000
would be deposited to a Global Alliance account
over which I would be the sole signatory.
7. Despite the foregoing resolutions (or maybe
because of them) the personal relationship between
EJ and myself became “frosty” at best.
8. Around this time I commented to EJ that he should
have seen that publication of the Jonur blasphemy
would have POISONED all of the REAL, TRUE
GCH/ATON material which came before,
effectively POISONING all of the beautiful work
and efforts of Doris. His strongly negative
reaction to my comments started a train of thought
which has still not come to rest.
9. A one-bedroom condominium in the same building
in which EJ resides was available and following
discussions with the owner it was agreed that I
would move in just as soon as a telephone line
could be hooked up with high-speed Internet.
Meanwhile, the owner would repaint the condo
and repair some previous water damage. Signing
of the lease and move-in was scheduled for
Saturday, March 10 at 10:00 a.m.
10. On Monday, March 5, I was so uncomfortable
living with EJ that I decided to pack some of my
personal belongings and move to anywhere else
for the few days until I could move in to my own
space. That afternoon, as I approached the kitchen
to fill up my coffee, I heard EJ telling Ludy, “…
make sure he uses it all up.” It was a strange

With the foregoing outline, the articles which
follow should help readers to sort out what is
REALLY going on. WHY NOW? Use your
discernment, readers, but please understand:
Commander Hatonn left me in charge of this
newspaper and I will not be “terminated” (in any sense
of that word) without at least providing you with the
opportunity to be FULLY INFORMED.
Salu.
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)
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Initial Discernments Re the Jonur Writings
On the Sunday before the Monday deadline for
publishing what was to have been the February 28
“EXTRA!” edition of the newspaper, I finally got the
chance to READ the material which EJ Ekker so
adamantly endorsed. I was SHOCKED at what I was
reading but at the same time I KNEW that EJ would
probably insist on publishing based on HIS
determination of the validity of the material. (He had
overwhelmingly endorsed it on an almost daily basis
while he typed it, word by word, from handwritten
notes from “Jonur” into the computer.)
While I “should” have been laying up the paper,
instead I made the following quick notes, thinking that
with such an itemized list of reasons not to publish,
there was a chance Mr. Ekker would “see the light”.
Please understand that these are “rough” notes
exactly as presented to EJ upon his return from an
overnight trip to the rice terraces with Dr. Ronald
Carlson and his wife, Dr. Melissa Yee. I was invited
to go along but had to play “Cinderfella”. IT’S A
GOOD THING THAT I REMAINED DEDICATED TO
MY WORK, in hindsight.
[QUOTING:]
DISCERNMENT RE JONUR WRITINGS FOR GCH
By Ronald Kirzinger, 2/25/07
2/14/00: By the way, ANY “OTHER” RECEIVER
who claims Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn as his master
teacher—LIES. I did not here say “Hatonn” but I
think you get my meaning. The ONLY ONE place
from which that name COULD FLOW was from our
work through this receiver. THE ONLY SOURCE. If
you think you receive from that “named” entity, be
very, very careful—for you gained that information
directly from something we projected. WOW—really!
GOD ALSO ALWAYS OFFERS A CLUE!
2/22/00: Now, realize, staff and friends, that we have
no objection to anything the staff feels is interesting to
run in the paper according to their own choices. Just
do not involve us in your presentation, please. We
will be moving further and further away from
“invisible” references for we are not interested in
prophecy—but rather—THE WAY IT IS. We ARE the
prophesy and the bringing forth the prophecies so we
don’t need prophets all over the place—for you will
note that most are FALSE.
3/4/00: Truth is not finding the one “lesser lie” but
in establishing TRUTH. And if there is one lie
known—is not all else suspect?
- Commander Hatonn was always very particular
about dangling prepositions. Was this just a trait of
Doris?
- Numerous other grammar “errors” which were not
present in dharma-scribed material: “quirks” of the
supposedly VERBATIM receiver?
- Quick-switch from Ark of the Covenant to Noah’s
Ark.
- A uniquely “Black” perspective, focus on
Condoleeza Rice, Colin [Colon?] Powell, Barak
[Barok?] Obama, Louis Farrakhan [Farrar Khan?],
other Black people (as Black people) which was not
there in writings scribed by Doris. Misspellings
typical of VK Durham.
- Lots of references to TV shows and movies; seems
unusual.
- Loose use of “Jewish” throughout (in my opinion).
- Generally, rehashing old material; not much new and

most of that is unverifiable at present. Of that which
is verifiable, there are many half-truths and outright
errors presented.
- Lots of misspelled names throughout (shades of
VKD). E.g., “Dodi (Al-Fiad)” versus Dodi al Fayed
- “Armageddon requires a nuclear war and massive,
massive casualties.” Compare with Commander
Hatonn’s statement of March 4, 2000: “… even
former President Reagan and his attorney general,
Edwin Meese, were praying for Armageddon to come
during the Reagan era. [H: Some might even
observe that it DID COME DURING REAGAN’S
ERA but nobody noticed and there certainly was
no nice fat-cat ‘rapture’.]” And yes, Dr. Beter wrote
all about it. In any case, what about “Our purpose is
to re-write those prophecies”?
- “There are other phenomena that will happen during
this time that you will need to prepare for if you are
to make it through in one piece.” Compare with: “I
don’t care about the PHYSICAL aspects.”
- Preparation for “… entry into the Photon band”
versus “You already entered the Photon Belt.” Or
compare with his own statement: “So far it has been
19 YEARS AND 113 DAYS.” If you are so
concerned about the physical housing—you are NOT
“making it” anywhere special anyway.
- “The United States of America is in hock and
mortgaged to the last grain of sand to England’s
International Banking Cartel.” But this statement is
made without a reference to GAIA? Strange.
- Referring to Mars: “There are also real ‘aliens’ there
with you ones [on Mars].” But hey, there are ‘real
aliens’ with us right here on this planet! Apparently
not: “Any other kind—most especially those who look
like you—are killed outright.”
- “Their craft was downed and occupants were
incinerated by fire, except for ones kept as hostages
for various reasons.” But wasn’t there only ONE
survivor, named EBE?
- “For it is with you ones scattered about—yet all
working in unison—that your world, and hopefully,
your nation can be saved.” The GCH I knew was not
here to “save” anything or anyone. It simply was not
a word He would use.
- “Project Blue Beam”—GCH said they discovered
that “it doesn’t work” because the Muslims put no
faith in such an image projection. Source:
2/22/00: The very reason the “Man’s Plans” won’t
work is that in the greater realization of mankind as a
whole, the IMAGE of God has no recognized
expression. For instance, a picture of “Jesus” in the
sky as pictured FOR YOU by some artist, is FALSE
and the Muslims, for great instance, do not recognize
the entity at all. So the show is wasted on them—and
THIS HAS BEEN PROVEN IN “REAL TIME”
SHOW AND TELL. A “Christian” image was
projected and there was NO RECOGNITION by those
“of God”. So be prepared for the unexpected in every
circumstance. The idiots of games and “gotcha” failed
to realize that it is AGAINST Muslim “religion” and
doctrine, AND TRUTH, to have an image of God—
for there are no IDOLS “allowed” in the very basic
doctrine itself.
- “The Club of Rome is made up of twelve to thirteen
families—just three-hundred living human beings—
and they control your world.” That’s the Committee
of 300. The Club of Rome has 72 active members,
according to their own website: ClubOfRome.org.
Further, those members are not all of the same 12-13
core families.
- “The elite already own all things of a material

nature—gold, silver, property, food, water, power;
even your bodies belong to them.” And again, no
mention of GAIA?
- “‘Sananda’ is the Egyptian word for ‘Christ/God’ in
Akhenaton’s time.” I thought it meant “One with the
Father”?
- “The United Nations signed a treaty—the most
powerful documents in the world—with the United
States of America to depopulate your nation ANY
WAY THEY CAN. You can go look this up. And
yet, your U.S. Constitution can nullify any mere
treaty. That is why every attempt is made to have a
Constitutional Convention, so they can get in there and
make such a mess of it that it has to be tossed out,
AND THEN YOU WILL BE LOST. THAT HOLY
DOCUMENT IS ALL THAT ‘LEGALLY’ STANDS
IN THE WAY OF THOSE WHO ARE SET AND
POISED TO DO YOU IN.” Wrong, wrong, wrong.
- “United Nations Organizational Development
Charter”—no such document; United Nations
Industrial Development Organization is quite a “sic”
- “CIA’s Skull And Bones”—Uh, well, that must be
the tail’s dog.
- Is Prescott Bush still alive? Nope: RIP October 8,
1972.
- Hard to believe: “the synagogues actually supply
brothels with call girls and women for all manner of
lewd and lascivious things.”
- “Louis Farrar Khan”—another of many significant
names horrendously misspelled
- “It will have to be a movement of the segment of
your population that is currently THE MOST PUT
UPON IN YOUR NATION.” Are Black people more
put upon than Red ones? How about GOOD people,
are they less put upon than Black people?
- “Even though your elections are rigged, fixed,
tampered with and all manner of methods to get
THEIR people into the offices of power, by God’s
Grace, a goodly man—from time to time—does
manage to make it through.” Really? When was that?
- “Because only God and His Celestial Sons and their
silver craft can truly protect any of you from Satan’s
evil bunch.” God “and” his Celestial Sons?
- “The ‘Mark of the Beast’ is your Social Security
Number.” NOT TRUE.
- “When the confrontation between ‘heaven and Hell’,
if you will, happens (and it is unfolding before your
eyes daily) it will behoove you to be on the right
side.” INDEED.
- “Remember when gas was thirty-five cents or so,
then in the 1970s it jumped to two dollars a gallon
overnight?” NO, I DON’T REMEMBER IT LIKE
THAT. In 1974 gas prices peaked at around 55 cents
a gallon, a 43% jump over the pre-embargo average
price at the pump of 38.5 cents per gallon.
- “Nostrodamas” versus Nostradamus: This goes
BEYOND typography, in my opinion.
- “The driver and Dodi were killed instantly by the
laser pulsed (flash) weapon fired from the missing
‘white fiat sports car’.” “The MI-6 agent in the white
sports car had the Laser Flash Gun…” WRONG or
CONTRADICTORY: According to “my” GCH in a
writing dated September 1, 1997: “Calls were made
and the assassins were already IN THE TUNNEL
when the party reached that location. They were on
the walkway ahead of the vehicle and shot both the
driver and Dodi with laser weapons.” The Jonur
presentation doesn’t even meet a simple test of
common sense. If “Dodi was sitting behind the driver
in line of sight of the weapon which killed them
both”—HOW could that shot have been fired from a
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car beside or behind them? No mention of Princess
Diana’s involvement with GAIA. No mention of
Mohammed Al Fayed’s connection to Adnan
Khashoggi and his connection to Iran-Contra.
- “The Dearborn Independent (and because his
INDEPENDENT newspaper truly was independent he
could not be pressured by the Khazars into ‘killing’
the article.) published THE PROTOCOLS OF THE
LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION.” Henry Ford’s
Dearborn Independent most notably published The
International Jew: The World’s Foremost Problem—
a much more significant piece of work—so why focus
on the Protocols, now widely in disrepute instead of
the more consummate work?
- “fight (not with guns—though DEFENSE IS of God)
for what is right”. FORCE IS NOT OF GOD.
- “The definition of sin or evil is ANYTHING that
interferes with your goodly/Godly works.” Like this?
- “‘Heaven’ IS the infinite realm of outer space. This
is why Lucifer and his fallen ones place so much
effort—century after century—in keeping God’s truth
about space and the nature of the Creation a mystery
to you.” How does this material help anyone to get
“there”?
- “IF YOU DO NOT MAKE PREPARATIONS YOU
WILL NOT SURVIVE” “Survive”?
- “keep that U.S. constitution with you in that
courtroom”—where it means WHAT, exactly?
- “I am pleased to again be working again with my
colleagues.”
- “So hold tight to your little hats AND SOULS!”
- “In America you have the HAARP system which can
produce these effects on populations of people.”
- “‘HAARP’ stands for High Altitude Auroral
Research Project.” No, it doesn’t. It stands for Highfrequency Active Auroral Research Project.
- “The four-hundred children given injections of the
HIV virus that causes AIDS seven years ago by a
doctor and his five nurses, for the second time
received the death penalty (on appeal).” Four hundred
children were given the death penalty for the second
time?
- At this MOST URGENT time, Tesla wants to take
time (and use up precious space) providing his
autobiography?
- “You are not ruled by England…” Say what?
- “Nevada’s privacy law states that no one is to know
the owner of the corporation—complete anonymity
UNDER THE LAW!” BS
- “They have Created laws in the other nations about
you that call for PRISON if you do not agree with
their lies.” Created—with a capital “C”, yet?
- Re Somalia: “Look at it on a map of the world; it is
situated close enough to see and control the action…”
This is nonsensical: They can see and control
anywhere from just about anywhere.
[END QUOTING]
Alright, so those were “MY” initial discernments,
having been exposed to most of the “Jonur” writings
(at least through the end of December 2006; as it
turns out, EJ had not even emailed the rest of them to
me before leaving for the trip to the rice terraces with
our guests).
WHAT DO YOU THINK, dear reader?
“In my opinion” I KNOW that these writings do
NOT come from and do not express the God of Light.
Gulp. I had to take a stand in light of my own good,
clear CONSCIENCE against publication of this material.
As I thought it through, I could see very clearly that
publishing it would amount to nothing short of
POISONING ALL THAT HAD GONE BEFORE. And
so, I took a stand: IT WOULD NOT BE PUBLISHED
BY “MY” HANDS. FORTUNATELY, subsequent events
were documented as personal journal entries.
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)

Beginning of TROUBLE
Again, I find it necessary to apologize for
presenting information in somewhat of a “hodge
podge” fashion but it’s the best way I can think to
allow you “inside” of what led up to the current
shocking situation.
The following material comes from a simple
“Journal of Events” which I began to compile when
it became clear to me that EJ Ekker was not at all
pleased with my own conscientious choices.
Where I make later comments and additions (or
redactions), I will use the usual square braces to
insert comments.
[QUOTING:]
070226 11:38 AM
I have just returned from some quick shopping at
Rustan’s, where I went immediately after having
breakfast at the Peninsula’s Nielsen’s Restaurant with
Dr. Ron Carlson, his wife, Melissa Yee and EJ.
After breakfast, I spoke with Ron Carlson outside
about my misgivings with regard to publishing the
Jonur writings. I presented Ron with a 3-page
summary outlining my specific concerns and told him
that “in my opinion” I KNOW that Jonur is NOT
writing for GCH. [See preceding article.] We
returned to the table and a discussion ensued among
the four of us.
I had informed EJ last night at around 11:00 p.m.
that I had a problem with regard to publishing the
Jonur material and that I would email him my
summary outline document. EJ, Ron and Melissa
(accompanied by Dr. Brenda) had spent the last two
days on a road trip of sorts to sightsee especially the
rice terraces north of Manila. Road weary, he went to
bed without reviewing what I had sent him.
When I announced to the group that I wasn’t sure
we would be publishing the previously promised
EXTRA edition of the paper, EJ declared that it was
his choice and, no matter what, the issue was going to
print. I had him affirm that he was making that
decision without so much as having read the document
listing my concerns. “God left me in charge,” he
declared and EJ made it clear that his decision to
publish the material was final.
“I have a choice to make, too,” I said, “and I will
not participate in publishing material which I believe
is blasphemous and takes God’s name in vain. If that
issue is going to be published, someone else will have
to do it.” The lines were drawn. EJ suggested that a
compromise was in order, that the EXTRA issue could
be published with a disclaimer. I could not agree to
that compromise, although Ron and Melissa (who also
had not yet read my list of concerns) seemed to agree
that was the best way to handle things. Ron Carlson
said something about acting as the witness to a traffic
accident where both parties to the accident had their
own perspectives on the matter but he was an
independent observer. He suggested that for things to
work out, neither of us (EJ and myself) should take an
unbending position.
I stated that the unbending position from my
perspective was EJ’s declaration that the Jonur
material would be printed without considering my
documented concerns. I left the summary document
with Ron and we parted company at the elevator up to
their room.
11:59 AM End Journal Entry
070226 2:49 PM
I emailed first Valerie and then all Ground Crew
with the Jonur writings and my Discernment notes,
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and I emailed EJ to ask him to please let me know if
he is going ahead with publication and if so, to advise
of the deadline for a prefatory article by myself. EJ
went out at 1:00 (dental appointment with Ron),
returned and has just gone out again, this time to the
bank (overheard him telling the banker that he will be
withdrawing PHP25,000). On his way out, I asked if
he was planning to go ahead with publication and he
replied that he was waiting for Ron and Melissa to
read the material before he would answer that
question.
I am continuing to write an article to be titled
“BLASPHEMY: The Jonur Writings”. [See the
article following this set of Journal entries and EJ’s
“Rebuttal”.] I do not know if this article will be
required but IF the Jonur material goes to press, I want
this article ready to go.
[Please understand that at this point the
assumption was that the EXTRA issue would be going
to press. EJ might have thought I was working on
laying up the issue but instead, I was going full-tilt to
write up the “BLASPHEMY” article.]
3:00 PM End Journal Entry
070226 10:38 PM
[This entry is already almost 40 minutes past the
publication deadline for the EXTRA issue.]
I have completed a “first draft” of
“BLASPHEMY: The Jonur Writings” and emailed it
to Carol (pasted), Janet (pasted and attachment) and EJ
(attachment). EJ has it and is reading it now.
Earlier, Brenda (the dentist) was here, ostensibly
to coordinate tomorrow’s activities, when Ron Carlson
will be speaking to a group of Filipino dentists on the
subject of Biological Dentistry. I served Brenda a cup
of tea and later came back to ask if she wanted
another cup. She didn’t so I was going to take the
used cup and saucer back to the kitchen when she
asked if I had gotten around to something (don’t
remember what at this instant) and I replied, “No, I
haven’t had the time.” She replied, saying, “Oh, well,
you’re going to have a lot more time available soon”
and I thought I heard her chuckle a bit as I was
leaving the room.
[It seems obvious now that by this point in time EJ
had already made a determination that he would
“terminate” me.]
Some time after Brenda left, I walked into EJ’s
office and asked him point-blank: “Are you going to
want me to leave?” I noticed that he looked down and
to the left (a signal which I take as evasive) and, as he
often does, composed his thoughts carefully before
replying, “No, not if you do as you are told.” I asked
him if he thought I was an employee of his and he
replied that he is in charge and “somebody’s got to
make the decisions.”
I looked him straight in the eyes and declared that
my position is that I am NOT and never have been an
employee, that I have only one Boss and that
everything I have done has been done with an
absolutely straight and clear conscience. I then asked
him, “Do you believe what I have told you is the
truth?”
His answer was, “No, I believe you are
overplaying your ‘righteous indignation’. I don’t
know for sure what your plan or agenda is, but I’m
damn sure you’re not doing this for the reasons you
say.”
“So,” I said, “you are telling me you believe I am
LYING when I say my actions are done by/through/
for a good and clear conscience?” He didn’t want to
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call me a liar—but he was calling me a liar.
“You are calling the truth a lie and if you know
not me, you know not the Father who sent me.” He
didn’t have a response to that declaration except to
shrug his shoulders.
I discovered that I was not in possession of all of
the Jonur documents and he started to email the last of
them to me.
I asked him if he would like a copy of the
document “BLASPHEMY: The Jonur Writings” and
he said he would, so I went to my room and sent it to
him. As part of our earlier conversation, somewhere
around the disagreement re my status as “employee”,
I told him I had written a piece which I would like
used as the Preface IF the Jonur materials got
published. He said sure, he would be glad to publish
my Preface—which I told him I doubted he would.
He then clarified his position to say that he would
allow my Preface to be run IF I went ahead and
prepared the issue for publication. I told him I will
not participate in the dissemination of confusing,
blasphemous materials.
I returned to the question of whether or not he
would want me to leave and he returned to his
position of NO—but—well, we’ll have to wait and see
what the Carlsons say. “I already have Melissa’s
response which was that the material is probably false
but we should run it anyway. If Ron comes back and
says it is false, I probably will not go ahead with
publishing it.”
So, bottom line: I have acted according to my
conscience and if I am “fired” for it (and how do coequal members of the Board go around firing each
other, anyway?)—it will be a relief.
11:01 PM End Journal Entry
070228 12:56 AM (including Minutes of GAIA
business meeting held 070227)
It’s really only about one day since the last
update, this is being written very “late” because of the
work catch-up necessary following an evening spent
with Ron Carlson and Melissa Yee (and of course,
EJ).
The evening started out very socially but after a
couple of hours of relatively light social banter I
declared to the group that we seemed to be tiptoeing
around the elephant in the room and perhaps we
should discuss it. No one else seemed prepared to
take the lead. EJ left the room to print up 2 copies of
the email from Dr. Bruce Tracy, which I will paste in
place right now:
[Well, in fact I went and pasted in all of the
relevant emails to this point in time. In order to
understand them, for you who do not regularly use
email, THE LATEST MESSAGES ARE AT THE TOP,
so you have to read from the last message
“backward” to the top of the list of messages. Check
the date and time stamps (some of which may have
been altered) and you will be able to follow along in
order of the sequence of events as it unfolded.]
—— Original Message ——
From: Bruce
To: Ronald Kirzinger ; EJ Ekker
Cc: A-Ellen ; Valerie Tracy ;
ddscarlson@[xxxxx] ; tpni@[xxxxx] ; Norm
Pulliam ; Service at BCR ; Carol Spath ; Jerry
Schnoebelen ; Vanessa Hamilton
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2007 9:50 AM
Subject: BT on More thoughts—& more Jonur
writings that Ron didn’t have plus my rebuttal to
Ron’s 1st critique—EJ
Gentlemen—
Just retrieved several days of emails a few
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hours ago and, as they say, imagine my surprise!
In the interests of the below-mentioned
transparency and as a former editor of CONTACT,
I’m certain you’d welcome a companion piece to
the blasphemy piece and on roughly the same
scale—to be printed unchanged and unabridged in
any issue of CONTACT in which that piece or any
similar piece is printed.
Please let me know the number of words your
piece ran and also what would be an appropriate
deadline and where to send it.
Thanks, Ron, and wishing us all, and the both
of you especially, strength and discernment in our
mutual collaboration with the Higher in our time.
Bruce
Bruce Tracy, Ph.D., Indexing Services
PMB-192
785 Tucker Rd., Ste. G
Tehachapi CA 93561
661.823.0814
—— Original Message ——
From: Ronald Kirzinger
To: EJ Ekker ; ddscarlson@[xxxxx] ;
tpni@[xxxxx] ; Norm Pulliam ; Service at BCR ;
Carol Spath ; Jerry Schnoebelen ; Vanessa
Hamilton ; E.J. Ekker (Ellen) ; Bruce Tracy, Ph.D.
Cc: A-Ellen ; Valerie Tracy
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2007 7:04 AM
Subject: Re: More thoughts—& more Jonur
writings that Ron didn’t have plus my rebuttal to
Ron’s 1st critique—EJ
This document is not yet final but is now “out
there” to state “my” position.
[I felt it NECESSARY to get the “BLASPHEMY”
article “out there” because it was pretty clear to me
that EJ wanted to “terminate” me.]
—— Original Message ——
From: EJ Ekker
To: ddscarlson@[xxxxx] ; tpni@[xxxxx] ; Norm
Pulliam ; Service at BCR ; Carol Spath ; Jerry
Schnoebelen ; Vanessa Hamilton ; E.J. Ekker
(Ellen) ; Bruce Tracy, Ph.D. ; Ronald Kirzinger
Cc: A-Ellen ; Valerie Tracy
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2007 10:30 PM
Subject: Re: More thoughts—& more Jonur
writings that Ron didn’t have plus my rebuttal to
Ron’s 1st critique—EJ
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case you have not seen them.
Ron
—— Original Message ——
From: Ronald Kirzinger
To: Contact Newspaper ; E.J. Ekker
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2007 1:06 PM
Subject: Re: More thoughts
Hi Valerie,
We have a disagreement going at this end with
regard to the EXTRA issue. “In my opinion” I
KNOW these writings are not the product of “the
One and Only” Commander Gyeorgos Ceres
Hatonn. Whether or not you agree, please
understand that it is a matter of CONSCIENCE for
me: I will not particpate in what I perceive to be
BLASPHEMY other than to discredit it as
thoroughly as I can.
I invite you to read the attached document
which outlines SOME of my misgivings regarding
this material. Please note that EJ’s decision to go
to print “no matter what” “because we made the
commitment” was made before he had read the
attached document. It is my hope that once he
does, he will not proceed. If he does decide to go
ahead, however, I have requested the opportunity to
write a strongly worded Preface to the material. I
hope you understand my position.
Ron
—— Original Message ——
From: Contact Newspaper
To: E.J. Ekker
Cc: Ron@[xxxxx]
Sent: Sunday, February 25, 2007 7:43 AM
Subject: More thoughts
My eyes jumped ahead and missed reading
“Extra” in the paper. The last material is especially
urgent for publication! Please be extremely
cautious on info about J.! To assist and make
things easier Bruce expressed interest in typing the
material on disc. He is familiar with the text of the
writings and approves of them enthusiastically and
wholeheartedly. Valerie

[Resuming the Journal entries:]
Allowing that it would take a few minutes from
them to review the email from Bruce, I asked if they
had reviewed the document which I sent to them via
[I will place EJ’s “rebuttal to Ron’s 1st critique” email and Ron explained that he hadn’t figured out
immediately after this sequence of Journal entries, so how to access his email—so no, they had not—so I
the reader can truly be “fully informed”.]
excused myself to go and print it “in 14 point font” for
easier viewing. I left the room and printed 2 copies,
—— Original Message ——
returned to the room and handed the copies to Ron
From: Ronald Kirzinger
and Melissa. When they saw the thickness of the
To: Bruce Tracy, Ph.D. ; E.J. Ekker (Ellen) ; papers, it seemed they didn’t want to read them
Vanessa Hamilton ; Jerry Schnoebelen ; Carol immediately.
Spath ; Service at BCR ; Norm Pulliam ;
I sat down and asked to have the floor to take
tpni@[xxxxx] ; ddscarlson@[xxxxx]
them through the “BLASPHEMY” article quickly, to
Cc: Valerie Tracy ; EJ Ekker
which they consented. I pointed out the deadly nature
Sent: Monday, February 26, 2007 1:21 PM
of propane in a small room, advocated by “Jonur”
Subject: Fw: More thoughts
(Joseph Clyburn) and “his” “Commander Hatonn”, and
then quickly summarized some of the other points,
I thought it best to include all of you of the concluding with the question, “Does that sound like
active Ground Crew in the developments at this Commander Hatonn to you?” Ron and Melissa agreed
end because this is an IMPORTANT inflection that it was NOT Commander Hatonn; EJ’s agreement
point and I believe it is best to handle it in a can only be assumed because he did not disagree and
thoroughly transparent manner. (See below and therefore offered his “tacit consent”. In short order,
Discernment document attached.) I have also the three of us (Ron, Melissa and myself)—again, with
attached the Jonur writings for your reference, in apparent tacit consent from EJ—determined that it
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would be unwise to publish the Jonur material.
At that point, however, EJ asked, “Then the
question is: What is the best way to handle this?” He
continued, “I think we should send a copy of the
‘BLASPHEMY’ article to Jonur through Valerie.”
I asked, “Do we owe Jonur anything?”
EJ replied to the effect that we should have the
man stop putting all that effort into writing material
which we are not going to publish. I said we don’t
owe him that much and “I don’t mind a picture of this
evil-worker running on his hamster wheel for a while
longer.” EJ repeated his question and suggested
response, to which I replied ok, fine, go ahead but I
don’t think that is necessary.
At about this point I declared that it was my
perception that EJ was going to “fire” me (an
impossibility because I am the sole member of the
board of PSD and CONTACT and a co-equal member
of the board of both GAIA and CSEML subsequent to
Doris’ demise) for refusing to publish the Jonur
material. “I never said that,” he replied.
I knew he didn’t say that in so many words but
there was no doubt of his intention in my mind. I
pointed out that he told me I was “way out of line”,
“insubordinate”, “not irreplaceable” and other
language which led me to the conclusion summarized
as “he was going to fire me” if I didn’t do as I was
told. He argued a bit with the specific language,
saying that one particular word (don’t remember
which one) was not a word he would have used—but
never rebutted the main point I was making.
“So,” I summarized, “I acted entirely according to
my own good and clear conscience and found myself
judged as insubordinate and on the verge of being
kicked out.” Ron and Melissa seemed surprised that
I would talk about being put out on the street and EJ
actually confirmed it after a little more discussion and
picking nits (in my opinion, as all of this comes from
“my” perception and recollection).
I looked EJ straight in the eye and said, “I felt that
my security was threatened, that you would put me out
on the street. Will you declare right now, in the
presence of witnesses, that you would not put me out
on the street? Will you provide me with that
assurance?”
“Hell NO!” he reacted, meaning he absolutely
reserves the right to do so.
“OK,” I said, “Since we are having a business
discussion here, I would like to put before the board
the issue of my peace and security, which is lacking
in this environment, and I would like to propose that
because I have no security and security is important to
ensure my peace of mind for ongoing productivity, the
Board should resolve to provide me with that measure
of security. I should be afforded an equivalent place
to live as that which EJ enjoys and have my living
expenses met by Global Alliance in the same manner
which he does.”
EJ qualified this statement only to the extent that
the accommodations should be qualified on the basis
of cost and not environment, to which I agreed. So,
it was resolved.
At that point there was some lively discussion
centered around the issue of whether or not EJ was the
“boss” and I was some kind of “employee”. I’ll cut
this short with the following summary. It was made
clear that EJ feels he is “in charge”, even though I
pointed out the fact that we are co-equal Board
members, and he was not about to accept my position,
which I stated as: “All are one and each is equal; I
have no boss besides God himself and I will always
act according to my own conscience. If that gets me
into trouble, if that builds some kind of a wall in the
relationship, so be it and selah. EJ said any such wall
was completely of my own construction. So we

agreed to disagree, EJ insisting that he is in charge and
I, on the other hand, making it clear that he is not in
charge of ME. If he wants to go on believing that
he’s in charge that’s alright with me but he may not
act unilaterally.
“Great,” I said. Since we’re involved in this
business meeting I would like to raise another issue for
the approval and resolution of the Board and that is
relative to our discussion of funding for development
of the ‘Internet TV studio’ concept. We had discussed
an amount of $100,000 for that purpose. Can we
resolve to make those funds available for that
purpose?”
[Actually, it had been resolved that $100,000
would be made available for the Internet TV project
by itself and I said at this meeting that I could bring
BOTH projects to a state of self-sustainability within
this allocated amount.]
EJ replied in the affirmative. “Where do you want
your money to go?”
“Whose money?” I asked. “Your money,” he
said. “Oh, no, not ‘my’ money—it is the money of
the company.” EJ did not disagree.
[STOP and reread that little exchange. What do
you think was really going on? I have lived to serve
God through Global Alliance and subsidiary
companies, devoting ALL of my life energy to this.
Why would he try to make it “personal” instead of
corporate? THINK about it.]
I qualified my request for funding saying I would
include the “energy water” and related products
project as well; that I would do my best to bring both
projects in well under budget, not exceeding a
$100,000 line of credit; that I would continue to do all
of those things I have been doing all along PLUS take
on the new projects so we could start moving forward
instead of stagnating as we have for the last 7 years.
EJ agreed but tried to stipulate that of course I would
continue to be available to handle any computer repair
issues he might encounter. I could not agree to this
request and said it would depend on where I was
located and how busy I was at the time—and perhaps
it would be better to just call up Alan (the computer
guy in the mall) to handle those sorts of things if I
was unavailable. There was no rebuttal to this
clarification from me and that is how this issue was
left.
I then said, “One more thing. Since you have
pretty much complete control over the accounts of the
company and I do not have access to those accounts,
what assurance do I have that you won’t suddenly
withdraw the allocated funds or access to them? I
would like to ensure that the funding is available to
the extent mentioned and for whatever duration is
required to get the projects off the ground. I commit
to bringing the projects—both of them—in within the
limit we have discussed but don’t want the rug pulled
out from under me. What assurance are you prepared
to provide me with in that regard?”
EJ’s response was that the language of the
resolution could provide such an assurance.
That ends the business meeting and all that is left
to relate is that we had some additional social
conversation, EJ and Melissa over a glass of wine and
Ron and I over water and a green tea. We parted
company around 11:00 p.m. and agreed to meet for
breakfast at 9:00 a.m. at Nielsen’s Restaurant at the
Peninsula Hotel.
In my conversation with Janet tonight I recounted
pretty much all of the foregoing events and asked her
to draft preliminary corporate resolutions. Facsimile
signature should be ok because there are witnesses to
the business meeting who could affirm the agreements
made.
1:52 AM End of Journal Entry

070301 12:56 AM
It is very late but I feel I must put this to writing
because there seems to be a genuine possibility that EJ
intends to cause me harm. A stranger was hanging
around at poolside yesterday, a guy from Georgia with
a unique (designed by himself) tattoo of the number
XIII, with the X and III overlying. He described
himself as a “contractor” but over the course of a very
long conversation never once spoke about any projects
he might presumably be working on. He spoke of
having routinely managed $30B projects and talked
about having not worked for 4 years at one point
while entertaining friends on his boat throughout to the
point of wanting to go back to work again. The
impression he conveyed was that of a man of
substantial means. So, what was he doing bumming
around in Makati at the GILARMI Hotel (a
dilapidated, 2-star—at best—hotel which has been
scheduled for demolition for years???
When I mentioned the man and his story to EJ,
including the $30B projects part, his non-reaction
seemed to say quite a bit because the first thing out of
his mouth normally would have been “Bullshit!”
I don’t want to conjure anything up out of nothing
and I am far from being fearful but at the same time
I recognize that there is a lot at stake and EJ has
shown very clearly a very different “side” of himself
in the last couple of months—really, ever since I
identified the black-money money laundering scam in
Commander’s writings from 7 years ago, at the time
of the 9-day CB fire presided over by Buenaventura,
who just happened to die suddenly almost exactly 7
years later. The outline of the deal: Tom Taylor at
Philtec demonstrated to EJ and me that he has boxes
of special, blackened U.S. $50 and $100 bills. Easy
as pie, you wash them in this special liquid (which
cost something like $78,000 for a small quantity like
a quart or a gallon or something) and you’ve got all
the money you could ever want. The deal apparently
came out of the U.S. Embassy as the supplier of the
liquid was supposed to be only an Embassy-endorsed
supplier.
[A friend recently told me that this is a known
scam and that it was presented even on ABC’s 20/20
show. In this case, I was not a participant in the scam
at all but isn’t it interesting that the U.S. EMBASSY is
involved? They can deny it now but I know what I
witnessed. I now have a hunch that they were trying
to set me up for something illegal, using the MONEY
LAUNDERING merely as the “hook”.]
At about the same time, at least somewhere in the
last quarter of last year if memory serves without
researching it, EJ wanted to establish a joint personal
account with me but I ensured that my signature was
followed by UCC 1-207. I never thought much about
it at the time but it was maybe a month or more later
that I overheard EJ on the phone with the bank (I was
in my bathroom just a thin and partially open door
away from him). There was some kind of a
discussion of coming back to the bank to redo the
signature cards. It slipped my mind but then later,
could have been the next day, I’m not sure, EJ said he
had to go to the bank for something and as usual I was
to go along. When we got to the bank, EJ “out of the
blue” said something to the effect that I had managed
to operate outside of the system about as well as
anyone ever had, a comment which struck me as very
peculiar but to which I did not reply. We were asked
to sign signature cards and I signed followed by 1207. It is my understanding that a joint account held
by a “person” and an “individual” affords rights to the
“person” ahead of the “individual”—and that’s the
way I wanted it because I couldn’t know what he
would do with the account and I knew that even
though I would have signing authority, only EJ would
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use the account. I noticed that he made a little fuss
about ensuring that the bank staff got to know me and
associate me with him—ostensibly in case anything
should happen to him? I didn’t know and still don’t;
I just went along with him on several trips to that bank
where he would get large amounts of cash (typically
around $3,000 or PHP150,000).
The point I’m making is that EJ knew in advance
that we would be asked to redo the signature cards but
pretended that he did not know and also did not know
why the banker asked for the new signatures. EJ
jumps on anomalies better than anyone I know but for
some reason let this one slip and, as I say, pretended
that the banker’s request was spontaneous at the bank
even though I know he spoke with the banker about it
at length some time earlier. It doesn’t add up to
anything but a secret. And in the context of the
foregoing information, perhaps you can see why I
might suspect that he has been making efforts to set
me up and involve me in some kind of illegal activity.
When Tom Taylor asked me how much “free” money
I wanted, I answered “none” and it was made clear
that Global Alliance money would not under any
circumstances be involved. EJ said he would put up
$5000 “of Doris’ money”. I am sorry now that I did
not document this information at the time but better
late than never.
It really must be documented, especially given
EJ’s openly irrational behavior of late. For example,
what responsible Board member literally living off
borrowed funds and supposedly minimizing expenses
would: a) live in a high-priced condo with over 2,000
square feet of space; or b) more importantly, nearly
double the expense of Executive Offices instead of
merely providing verbal assurance that he would not
put me—his co-equal Board director—out on the street
over a matter of CONSCIENCE?
WHY
DIDN’T
EJ
DISCERN
THE
BLASPHEMY? He was in possession of a batch of
the “Jonur” writings for almost a month and made the
decision they were valid, typing them into the
computer and all the while whenever I would ask him,
“Have you seen any reason to disqualify the
writings?” his answer was a flat, “No.” This is all
rather well documented elsewhere because as things
went down there were lots of emails sent to lots of
people. I never got to look at the writings (other than
the first one, which I knew was “off” but to my
discredit I did not INVALIDATE) until the day before
publication and then only because I declined an
invitation to take me away from my work that
weekend when Ron, Melissa and EJ went up to the
rice terraces. As soon as I read through them, I knew
they were “more than a little off” and could not have
come from Commander Hatonn or ATON, the
HIGHEST ENERGY IN THE UNIVERSE. How
could EJ have typed these documents in and not
noticed? Or did he actually INTEND to have them
published BY ME, by my own hand, because I would
then be the responsible party? Not to mention that I
am and have always been the officers and Board of
Directors for both CONTACT and PHOENIX
SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS. Another attempt to set
me up? PROBABLY, is the only conclusion at which
I can arrive. Are there other nefarious plans to do me
in? PROBABLY.
And as the system’s real, covert, criminal element
handle things, when all else fails—“KILL HIM”?
Kinda makes the head spin a bit, especially since I
managed to quite inadvertently, only through acting
true to my own CONSCIENCE, pull the King’s pants
down in public and point out what a very small
discernment he has. He has done a MASTERFUL job
of concealing his true emotions but I know he is
PISSED OFF. I do not, however, know more than to

say whatever he does will be very well thought out—
and at the same time, it doesn’t matter how well he
and his co-conspirators (CIA agents/assets: Ibrahim
Dagher, Tom Taylor, John “D” aka John “D Baptist”
(regional director)—all of whom really seem to like
Pope Ratzinger—TT has some interesting stuff on the
walls of his office showing some kind of special
relationship with that pedophile-preserver so a Jesuit
connection is also a possibility) figure it, they will not
out-figure GOD or manage to do anything but
ADVANCE GOD’S PLAN.
EJ and I hardly had any contact today: breakfast
with Ron and Melissa at 9:00 and he went ahead of
me; after breakfast I visited with Ron while EJ went
somewhere with Sharif; then I was off to get dental
work done; then all of us went together to see Ron’s
presentation to the PDA members at the GSK center;
then tons of stuff to do all night including corporate
resolutions from the previous meeting.
We are scheduled to have breakfast with Ron and
Melissa tomorrow morning at 9:15 and after that they
will have to check out at 3:00. Their flight leaves
somewhere around 11:00 p.m. Along the way
tomorrow I will try to set up another Board meeting
with Ron and Melissa in attendance to cover the issue
of “who gets Ludy’s time?” because she was
ostensibly hired to assist me with my very heavy
workload. The whole time, however, I am sure I will
be thinking, “What has Wolfman got planned?” And
did George W really say, “Fuck the Wolf!”???
It’s very late and more to do otherwise.
1:53 AM End Journal Entry
070301 10:16 PM (including GAIA meeting
minutes)
EJ and I joined Ron and Melissa, Sharif and
Brenda over breakfast at Nielsen’s Restaurant from
around 9:20 through about 10:45. It was mostly light
social banter and some deeper spiritual discussion
between Ron, Sharif and myself except that after
Sharif left EJ said that Sharif said that the Young
Officers might be planning to stage a coup sometime
soon. It was decided after breakfast that Ron and
Melissa would pack their bags and make arrangements
for a porter to store the baggage for them to be picked
up just before leaving for their 11:15 p.m. flight back
to Hawaii, for which they would have to leave Makati
around 7:30. It was also decided that EJ and Brenda
would take Ron and Melissa to Tom Taylor’s office
and then they would all go out to Fort Santiago,
aiming to be back by 3:00 in order to allow time for
visiting at the Executive Offices (including,
presumably, a business meeting for GAIA).
I returned to the condo to get some work done and
asked Ludy if she had any luck looking around for an
apartment for me. She warmed up the telephone and
tracked down a small lady (smaller than Ludy) who
could show us a couple of vacant 2-bdrm condos here
in the Tuscany. We went and looked at 16F and tried
to get into another one on the 12th floor but when the
little lady opened the locked door someone’s slippers
were under a coffee table and that surprised her
because apparently she thought the suite would be
empty. She asked if I would be interested in looking
at a 1-bdrm unit and I said I might as well look but I
doubted it would suit my purposes because I wanted
to have a guest room for visitors to save on hotel
costs—and I wanted enough space so that Ludy and I
could work together without being right on top of each
other. So, we went and looked at suite 2F.
The unit was in very nice condition except that it
obviously hadn’t been painted for a while; it was
furnished and included a king-size bed. With only one
bedroom I could see it could be a problem somewhere
down the road but overall it had good “fung shuay”
(sp) and I kind of liked the fact that it was on the back

side of the building away from the traffic and diesel
fumes from Ayala Ave. The Tuscany staff member
who showed up to help show the unit volunteered that
if I liked it, he could arrange for the owner to come
over to meet with me and shortly after 2:30 I got to
meet the owner. I told her I was seriously interested
and prepared to put PHP5,000 cash down to hold the
deal because she said she had another interested party.
She said she wanted PHP50,000 per month and a 3year lease, and she committed to repaint the place (she
has some association with a construction company?)
and replace the mirror and to ensure that everything is
working before I would move in. She said it could be
ready for occupancy within “5 days”, maybe a week,
in my mind. I left her with my business card and it
was determined that we would meet tomorrow at 6:00
p.m. to finalize the deal.
I returned to the condo right around 3:00 and
proceeded to make a fresh pot of coffee in anticipation
of the forthcoming business meeting. EJ, Ron,
Melissa and Brenda walked in a little after 3:00.
[Interruption to make a bite to eat and EJ has just
gone to bed. Will continue in a few minutes and
before calling Janet.]
The first hour or so was taken up with social
banter and recounting of the great adventure to Fort
Santiago. After a while, Melissa and Brenda
disappeared and when I asked Ron where they were
he told me that they had gone into the bedroom for
Melissa to work on Brenda. EJ returned to the room
from something he had been doing in his office (I
could only hear that he was talking with Ludy but
could not hear what was discussed specifically) and
after a short while announced that he would like to
commence a business meeting.
[Begin Business Meeting Minutes]
EJ announced that he had an issue to put before
the Board relating to the deployment of Ludy. He
asked me how I thought that situation should be
handled. I asked him how HE thought it should be
handled but he did not answer. EJ retorted that he
thought we should consult with Ludy before making
a decision that affected her. I informed him that I had
discussed the matter with Ludy earlier in the day and
in my opinion she was prepared to go with whatever
kind of schedule we decided: maybe mornings in one
place and afternoons in the other; maybe certain days
at one place and certain days at the other; but I was
thinking that there might be some kind of imbalance
in the schedule because she was hired primarily to
help with the extra work load which I have taken on.
Again I asked him what his position was on this
matter but his response was that it would have to be
worked out with Ludy. [No Resolution]
After some telephone interruptions (EJ), the next
issue EJ raised was “good news and bad news” about
suite 2F. He said he had been negotiating with the
owner and the good news was that it looked like it
was well within the parameters we had discussed and
it looked like we could come to terms. “BUT,” he
said emphatically, “I’m kind of reluctant to commit to
a one-year lease because I need to know how long you
are likely to be here in the Philippines.” He suggested
that it might be better for me to be back stateside in
order to manage business activity from there and said
that he saw me there rather than here. I explained that
the REAL business of GAIA was in all probability
going to happen first in the Philippines and I couldn’t
see myself anywhere else until that happens.
EJ suggested that perhaps the lease should be put
in my name and I asked why—when it is clearly a
corporate expense? Isn’t this suite leased in the name
of GAIA? He said no, it is in his personal name. I
said well, as far as I’m concerned it’s a corporate
expense which should be paid by the corporation; it
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was no problem to the landlord (nor should it be when
they are collecting 6 months rent up front); and it
makes no sense to me to put it in my name.
It was mentioned that I would be needing some
household effects, presumably to be provided by the
company, and there was no rebuttal from EJ on this
matter.
Around about this point there was also a sidebar
discussion of the Tallano Fdn project following EJ’s
announcement that Roly [Romy, I think now] Campos
had signed the agreement, meaning there will soon be
some more elbow room for the Fdn and now it can
stop being such a draw against GAIA’s working
capital.
[Interruption to call Janet—11:30 PM]
Next, EJ raised the issue of how the $100,000
account would be handled. He suggested that the
easiest way to do things would be to set up an account
in my personal name. (!!!) Why on Earth should a
personal account be set up to handle corporate
matters? Is that something IBM would do? With
those thoughts in mind I said no, it should be done
through a new corporate account to be set up for that
purpose. With Ron Carlson present, I reviewed: The
GAIA Monex account, the GAIA account at BP, the
GAIA metals account at Philtec—are all under EJ’s
control. Yes, said EJ, but you are a signer on my
personal account. (I am but I have never transacted
business in that account—and now that I hear that he
is freely mixing corporate funds with his personal
funds [AND LITERAL MONEY LAUNDERING], I
sense there is a serious problem waiting to be
uncovered here.) EJ suggested that we could set up a
separate account and then threw out something absurd
like (don’t remember the exact phraseology but it was
oxymoronic like this)—an individual account requiring
joint signatures. I said no, that’s not the best way to
do it at all.
I said that the way I saw things working was that
I should be given exclusive access to the $100,000 and
I should be given management authority over the
Internet TV and “energized water” projects, to be
managed by me without interference—that is my
understanding from our previous meeting. I see
forming committees with Peter Kawaja for Internet TV
and with individuals from the “energized water”
manufacturers/distributors, establishing contracts and
working hard to bring the projects in under budget.
At that point EJ wanted to clarify where the
profits from these projects would go and I affirmed
that all such ventures (spun up from GAIA working
capital) are GOD’S PROJECTS and of course the
profits would go to GAIA.
There were some more interruptions to the
meeting—end of day for Ludy at 5:00, a brief showing
of the Tallano Fdn powerpoint presentation to Ron
(who said he had seen “a little bit of it” before but
obviously had NOT because he was in awe of the
information and the way it was presented). Brenda
and Melissa came out from the bedroom and Melissa,
who said she didn’t want to watch the powerpoint
presentation, ended up crowding in to see the last few
frames. Ron asked if that was Flash or some kind of
Internet movie and when I said no, it was “powerpoint
to the max, baby” he was very surprised. Brenda and
Melissa went out shopping and got back around 7:00
to pick up baggage from the Peninsula Hotel and
make their flight comfortably.
The business meeting ended following the
powerpoint presentation and we carried on with some
social chatter and lively spiritual discussion including
“where we are in the cycles”, while EJ did something
in his office area.
[End meeting minutes]
EJ made an appointment with the owner of 2F and

we are to go there at 6:00 p.m. tomorrow to finalize.
My conclusions from the Board Meeting, which
really resolved nothing but clarified a few things:
1) The Ludy issue seemed to me to imply that he
might not have intended to allow her to work for me
in 2F and might have something else in mind in that
regard—possibly that I would “come to work” in “his”
executive offices but I do not see that as a practical
solution. Certainly, when I spoke with her, Ludy had
no problem whatsoever with sharing her time between
the two suites. If anything, she should be more
“mine” than “his” because she was hired specifically
due to my excessive workload.
2) EJ suggesting that the lease should be in my
name doesn’t add up unless he’s trying to set me up
for something and my general feel is that the United
States would still like to establish a position which
they could pursue against me; hence, the effort to have
me put on EJ’s personal account; the effort to put the
lease in my name—and NEXT:
3) The effort to put the $100,000 in an account in
my name doesn’t add up other than as, again, some
kind of attempted setup.
NOTHING RESOLVED
070302 12:42 AM End Journal Entry
070302 9:36 AM
We just got back from breakfast with Sharif. I
must take this early opportunity to object and take
strong exception to the conduct of Mr. Ekker, who
acted in his personal capacity to loudly and in a public
place incite sedition, encouraging Sharif to work with
the Young Officers to stir up some kind of a coup. As
we walked from the Gilarmi back to the Tuscany I
brought this to EJ’s attention and stressed that the
breakfast meeting could not be considered a GAIA
business meeting; that it only represented his personal,
individual position and that I want no part of a call to
sedition—FORCE IS NOT OF GOD. His response?
“Let’s not write this one down.” My reaction, “Let’s
not write this one OFF, either.” At the tail end of the
conversation, as we entered the condo, he asked if I
did not see that what he was encouraging was in
agreement with God’s laws and I made it clear I do
not. “You’re entitled to your opinion,” he said.
9:42 AM End Journal Entry
9:45 AM
Afterthought: On the way to breakfast, EJ asked
which 4 hours I would want Ludy for and my
response was that the primary purpose for hiring her
was to assist me with my extra workload. He said he
had many, many things for her to do, too, so I
suggested that we might start at 50/50 apportionment
of her time but with an eye to making an adjustment
in my favor. I just spoke with Ludy about it and she
has no preference, and neither do I, so I’ll put it back
to EJ for his preference.
9:48 AM End Journal Entry
9:59 AM
Addendum: In front of Ludy, I asked EJ’s position
with regard to Ludy’s hours and mentioned that in the
long run I would probably require more of her time
than he would. He chose to have her be at 25-A
beginning at 1:00 p.m.
On a much more potentially impactful matter, in
front of Ludy I told EJ that he has put me in a very
awkward position with his performance in the
Gilarmi—money and phone cards changing hands with
“the number two man” with the MNLF to boot! I
stated that I do not know how to register my
disapproval and that I felt a need to distance both
myself and Global Alliance from his actions. His
response: “Noted.” And that was the end of the
conversation.
10:02 AM End Journal Entry
10:09 AM

I must now note that a telephone call just came in
and EJ was talking very quietly. I was in the middle
of putting away the laundry Ludy had folded for me
and had to put my towel in my bathroom—walking
through EJ’s office in the process. He said something
and then without allowing whoever was on the other
end much time for response said, “Say again,” and
went momentarily silent when he saw me walk into
the room. As I was leaving, he said, “I have another
wire coming in. When you get to that … “ and then
I was out of earshot. Ludy would have heard more
than I did.
10:12 AM End Journal Entry
070302 12:45 PM
Let’s caption this “A strange lapse of memory”.
I just got up to go out on the deck to have a
cigarette and could hear EJ speaking in a hushed tone
with Ludy, whom he had called aside in the dining
room area. As I walked by I overheard only, “If it
comes down to a choice of morning or afternoon, I’ll
get back …”
Recall that in an earlier journal entry today, it had
been resolved that EJ wants Ludy beginning at 1:00
p.m.
I finished my cigarette and went straight in to EJ’s
office and asked him, “I overheard you say to Ludy,
‘If it comes down to a choice of morning or
afternoon…’—but I don’t understand; I thought this
matter had been resolved already.
He said, “She told me that you wanted her in the
afternoon.”
I said, “Look, we discussed the time sharing this
morning and it was already resolved. So, you’re
telling me that she told you that I want her in the
afternoon?”
“That’s what she said,” he replied.
I asked if I could call Ludy in to the conversation
to clarify the matter and he said, “Sure.”
I went to the dining room area where Ludy was
and asked her if she told Mr. Ekker that I wanted her
in the afternoon. She said, “Yes” and began an
explanation which didn’t want to come out of her,
especially when I reminded her that it had already
been agreed that she was to serve Mr. Ekker from
1:00 p.m., so I asked her to come back to Mr. Ekker’s
office with me, please.
[At this point I pretty much KNEW thaat Ludy was
covering up “something” but I am still not sure what
that actually is. She feels a tremendous responsibility
to “Mom Doris” to look after EJ but this cover-up
was “above and beyond” any call from
CONSCIENCE, in my opinion.]
In front of EJ, I asked her the same question and
she looked at EJ and said, Yes, she told him that I
wanted her in the afternoon. I asked EJ if he recalled
that we had already discussed this matter earlier and
it was determined that Ludy would be with him
beginning at 1:00. He sort of chuckled and said it
must have slipped his mind. “And it slipped your
mind, too?” I said to Ludy. She nodded and I said,
“How very strange that you would both have such a
lapse of memory; it doesn’t add up to me, you were
both right here this morning.” EJ shrugged. Alright,
I said, I guess it’s resolved (and reiterated the prior,
agreed upon and witnessed resolution).
I left his office and went back to my desk. They
talked quietly and about a minute or so later Ludy
came into my office in tears, touched me on the
shoulder and said, “I’m sorry. I’m SO sorry!” I
looked her in the eyes and said, “CONSCIENCE,
Ludy. CONSCIENCE!” She went away immediately
in tears.
I then went into EJ’s office and told him that I
thought it was unconscionable to put Ludy in that
position. He said, “Then why did you do it?”
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“Why did I do what?” I asked, “Figure things
out?”
“Figure out what things?” he asked.
“Figured out the lie,” I replied.
“What lie?” he asked.
“Enough said,” I replied and walked out.
I looked for Ludy but it seems she left the suite,
possibly to regroup emotionally,
THIS IS AWFUL.
Add it up.
Given the background already documented, what
does it mean for EJ to say to Ludy, “If it comes down
to morning or afternoon, I’ll get back…”???
If WHAT comes down to morning or afternoon?
Let’s postulate a “takedown” (by improperly informed
legal force) or even an assassination. In such a case,
perhaps Mr. Ekker was making arrangements with
Ludy to be out of the way (and unavailable to
witness)? The first thought that crosses my mind is
that LUDY WITNESSED THE ARGUMENT
BETWEEN TWO MEN AT POOLSIDE AT THE
TUSCANY FROM THE GILARMI WHERE SHE
WAS WORKING AND THE NEXT DAY THE
NEWSPAPERS WERE REPORTING THAT A
RUSSIAN DIPLOMAT HAD APPARENTLY BEEN
MURDERED. When EJ told me about this shortly
after I arrived in the Philippines, I asked him if Ludy
had spoken with the police about the incident and he
told me he had advised her not to. WHAT? WHY
NOT? Because she really couldn’t tell them any more
about the incident than that she saw two men arguing,
he said. And we really don’t need a whole lot of
ruckus and distraction over something that could not
advance the investigation in any case. I let it rest at
the time but it was disquieting to say the least,
especially how it was handled by EJ.
Now what do I do?
I am making this record and sending it “open
channel” with a tagline which should ensure it is read
by ones who have routinely intercepted my emails,
presumably in intelligence and at a level where they
will recognize this as a very serious matter. I have
advised the recipient, Janet, to send a copy to at least
one other person.
Should I go to the police? In a country where
even a human life can be bought for 5,000 pesos?
Can I talk with any of “my” friends here, who are all
pretty much OWNED BY EJ??? I AM COUNTING
ON “INTEL” TO UNDERSTAND WHAT IS GOING
ON HERE AND TAKE APPROPRIATE
MEASURES TO PUT A STOP TO THIS—NOW!!!
1:14 PM End Journal Entry
[END QUOTING]
That ends this set of Journal entries. It should be
obvious that there is quite a bit going on behind the
scenes and quite a it of information is arriving from
EJ in twisted and CROOKED format.
At this point I am VERY uncomfortable. I am
thankful that there are WITNESSED corporate
resolutions to ensure my security and the plans to
develop the Internet TV and Energized Water projects.
But it feels like EJ has ulterior motives and I have
already begun to suspect that he is up to no good.
At this point there remain only some three short
hours until the publishing deadline for this issue. Mr.
Ekker has been in touch with Valerie in Tehachapi to
block Janet’s efforts to obtain the mailing list for
CONTACT subscribers and it seems likely that he will
do what he can to see to it that this information does
not see the light of day, so there is some doubt as to
whether or not this will even be put to press via the
usual arrangements and if not, we’ll have to see about
alternatives to the usual printer.
God’s will SHALL, however, prevail.
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)
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EJ’s ‘Rebuttal’ Re ‘Jonur’ Material
Here are EJ’s comments in REBUTTAL of the
discernments pointed out by me when I refused to
publish the poisonous crap. His comments are in bold
and this is presented exactly as it was received by
email, although the timing is somewhat in question
because by my recollection this COULD NOT have
been sent to me on February 26 at 6:30 AM.
[QUOTING:]
DISCERNMENT RE JONUR WRITINGS FOR GCH
2/14/00: By the way, ANY “OTHER” RECEIVER who
claims Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn as his master teacher—
LIES. I did not here say “Hatonn” but I think you get
my meaning. The ONLY ONE place from which that
name COULD FLOW was from our work through this
receiver. THE ONLY SOURCE. If you think you
receive from that “named” entity, be very, very careful—
for you gained that information directly from something
we projected. WOW—really! GOD ALSO ALWAYS
OFFERS A CLUE! EJ Comment: This statement was
made during the flurry of Dr. Ed’s importation of several
“receivers” for Hatonn. It is a stretch to apply it
unilaterally in this situation.
2/22/00: Now, realize, staff and friends, that we have
no objection to anything the staff feels is interesting to
run in the paper according to their own choices. Just
do not involve us in your presentation, please. We
will be moving further and further away from
“invisible” references for we are not interested in
prophecy—but rather—THE WAY IT IS. We ARE the
prophesy and the bringing forth the prophecies so we
don’t need prophets all over the place—for you will
note that most are FALSE.
3/4/00: Truth is not finding the one “lesser lie” but
in establishing TRUTH. And if there is one lie
known—is not all else suspect? EJ comment: This is
an established legal principal.
- Commander Hatonn was always very particular
about dangling prepositions. Was this just a trait of
Doris? Possibly
- Numerous other grammar “errors” which were not
present in dharma-scribed material: “quirks” of the
supposedly VERBATIM receiver? EJ Comment:
Does every “translator” at the UN use precisely the
same language?
- Quick-switch from Ark of the Covenant to Noah’s
Ark. No time for research so no comment.
- A uniquely “Black” perspective, focus on
Condoleeza Rice, Colin [Colon?] Powell, Barak
[Barok?] Obama, Louis Farrakhan [Farrar Khan?],
other Black people (as Black people) which was not
there in writings scribed by Doris. Misspellings
typical of VK Durham. Agreed, although I do not
get a flavor of VK.
- Lots of references to TV shows and movies; seems
unusual. Agreed.
- Loose use of “Jewish” throughout (in my opinion).
Disagree. That is the primary subject of nearly all
of the writings.
- Generally, rehashing old material; not much new and
most of that is unverifiable at present. Of that which is
verifiable, there are many half-truths and outright errors
presented. So far I have heard no complaint from the
subscribers, although they have a very small (and to
my mind least credible) sample of the writings.
- Lots of misspelled names throughout (shades of
VKD). E.g., “Dodi (Al-Fiad)” versus Dodi al Fayed.
We have to cut him some slack for where he is and

the research facilities available to him.
- “Armageddon requires a nuclear war and massive,
massive casualties.” Compare with Commander
Hatonn’s statement of March 4, 2000: “… even
former President Reagan and his attorney general,
Edwin Meese, were praying for Armageddon to come
during the Reagan era. [H: Some might even
observe that it DID COME DURING REAGAN’S
ERA but nobody noticed and there certainly was
no nice fat-cat ‘rapture’.]” And yes, Dr. Beter wrote
all about it. In any case, what about “Our purpose is
to re-write those prophecies”? EJ Comment: None,
I don’t recall the GCH comments.
- “There are other phenomena that will happen during
this time that you will need to prepare for if you are to
make it through in one piece.” Compare with: “I don’t
care about the PHYSICAL aspects.” EJ Comment:
None, I don’t recall the GCH comments.
- Preparation for “… entry into the Photon band”
versus “You already entered the Photon Belt.” Or
compare with his own statement: “So far it has been
19 YEARS AND 113 DAYS.” EJ Comment: Who
is purported to have said this? Jonur has had no
indication of knowing what “day” it is and he is
using 19 years instead of 20 in his headings. If you
are so concerned about the physical housing—you are
NOT “making it” anywhere special anyway.
- “The United States of America is in hock and
mortgaged to the last grain of sand to England’s
International Banking Cartel.” But this statement is
made without a reference to GAIA? Strange. Not to
me—attributed to Tesla.
- Referring to Mars: “There are also real ‘aliens’ there
with you ones [on Mars].” But hey, there are ‘real
aliens’ with us right here on this planet! Apparently not:
“Any other kind—most especially those who look like
you—are killed outright.” Discordant—Tesla, I think.
- “Their craft was downed and occupants were
incinerated by fire, except for ones kept as hostages
for various reasons.” But wasn’t there only ONE
survivor, named EBE? Was there only one shoot
down or accident?
- “For it is with you ones scattered about—yet all
working in unison—that your world, and hopefully, your
nation can be saved.” The GCH I knew was not here to
“save” anything or anyone. It simply was not a word He
would use. As it applies to “nation”? I disagree.
- “Project Blue Beam”—GCH said they discovered
that “it doesn’t work” because the Muslims put no
faith in such an image projection. Source:
2/22/00: The very reason the “Man’s Plans” won’t
work is that in the greater realization of mankind as a
whole, the IMAGE of God has no recognized
expression. For instance, a picture of “Jesus” in the
sky as pictured FOR YOU by some artist, is FALSE
and the Muslims, for great instance, do not recognize
the entity at all. So the show is wasted on them—and
THIS HAS BEEN PROVEN IN “REAL TIME”
SHOW AND TELL. A “Christian” image was
projected and there was NO RECOGNITION by those
“of God”. So be prepared for the unexpected in every
circumstance. The idiots of games and “gotcha” failed
to realize that it is AGAINST Muslim “religion” and
doctrine, AND TRUTH, to have an image of God—
for there are no IDOLS “allowed” in the very basic
doctrine itself. I see no serious conflict that might
not be attributable to 7 years in between them.
- “The Club of Rome is made up of twelve to thirteen
families—just three-hundred living human beings—
and they control your world.” That’s the Committee
of 300. The Club of Rome has 72 active members,
according to their own website: ClubOfRome.org.

sports car had the Laser Flash Gun…” WRONG or
CONTRADICTORY: According to “my” GCH in a
writing dated September 1, 1997: “Calls were made
and the assassins were already IN THE TUNNEL
when the party reached that location. They were on
the walkway ahead of the vehicle and shot both the
driver and Dodi with laser weapons.” The Jonur
presentation doesn’t even meet a simple test of
common sense. If “Dodi was sitting behind the driver
in line of sight of the weapon which killed them
both”—HOW could that shot have been fired from a
car beside or behind them? No mention of Princess
Diana’s involvement with GAIA. No mention of
Mohammed Al Fayed’s connection to Adnan
Khashoggi and his connection to Iran-Contra.
- “The Dearborn Independent (and because his
INDEPENDENT newspaper truly was independent he
could not be pressured by the Khazars into ‘killing’ the
article.) published THE PROTOCOLS OF THE
LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION.” Henry Ford’s
Dearborn Independent most notably published The
International Jew: The World’s Foremost Problem—
a much more significant piece of work—so why focus
on the Protocols, now widely in disrepute instead of
the more consummate work?
- “fight (not with guns—though DEFENSE IS of God)
for what is right”. FORCE IS NOT OF GOD.
- “The definition of sin or evil is ANYTHING that
interferes with your goodly/Godly works.” Like this?
- “‘Heaven’ IS the infinite realm of outer space. This
is why Lucifer and his fallen ones place so much
effort—century after century—in keeping God’s truth
about space and the nature of the Creation a mystery
to you.” How does this material help anyone to get
“there”?
- “IF YOU DO NOT MAKE PREPARATIONS YOU
WILL NOT SURVIVE” “Survive”?
- “keep that U.S. constitution with you in that
courtroom”—where it means WHAT, exactly?
- “I am pleased to again be working again with my
colleagues.”
- “So hold tight to your little hats AND SOULS!”
- “In America you have the HAARP system which can
produce these effects on populations of people.”
- “‘HAARP’ stands for High Altitude Auroral
Research Project.” No, it doesn’t. It stands for Highfrequency Active Auroral Research Project.
- “The four-hundred children given injections of the
HIV virus that causes AIDS seven years ago by a
doctor and his five nurses, for the second time received
the death penalty (on appeal).” Four hundred children
were given the death penalty for the second time?
- At this MOST URGENT time, Tesla wants to take
time (and use up precious space) providing his
autobiography?
- “You are not ruled by England…” Say what?
- “Nevada’s privacy law states that no one is to know
the owner of the corporation—complete anonymity
UNDER THE LAW!” BS
- “They have Created laws in the other nations about
you that call for PRISON if you do not agree with
their lies.” Created—with a capital “C”, yet?
- Re Somalia: “Look at it on a map of the world; it is
situated close enough to see and control the action…”
This is nonsensical: They can see and control
anywhere from just about anywhere. EJ Comment:
So the concept is negated? Perhaps there is a point
to be made that is not “spelled out”?
[END QUOTING]
Thus we see that on the day of the publishing
deadline for the EXTRA issue, EJ is working up this
“rebuttal” to my charge of BLASPHEMY, even as I
am working on the article which follows, more closely
identifying the EVIL nature of the “Jonur” material.
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)
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The Jonur Writings

Further, those members are not all of the same 12-13
core families. I seem to recall that in another place
Tesla said they were from 12-13 families.
- “The elite already own all things of a material
nature—gold, silver, property, food, water, power;
even your bodies belong to them.” And again, no
mention of GAIA?
- “‘Sananda’ is the Egyptian word for ‘Christ/God’ in
Akhenaton’s time.” I thought it meant “One with the
Father”?
- “The United Nations signed a treaty—the most
powerful documents in the world—with the United
States of America to depopulate your nation ANY
WAY THEY CAN. You can go look this up. And
yet, your U.S. Constitution can nullify any mere
treaty. That is why every attempt is made to have a
Constitutional Convention, so they can get in there
and make such a mess of it that it has to be tossed
out, AND THEN YOU WILL BE LOST. THAT
HOLY DOCUMENT IS ALL THAT ‘LEGALLY’
STANDS IN THE WAY OF THOSE WHO ARE
SET AND POISED TO DO YOU IN.” Wrong,
wrong, wrong. EJ Comment: Ron sees other
means that mostly boil down to the same thing—
generally I agree that the statement is superficial
and incomplete but the point to retain the
Constitution was made.
- “United Nations Organizational Development
Charter”—no such document; United Nations
Industrial Development Organization is quite a “sic”
Again, Ron has better research facilities.
- “CIA’s Skull And Bones”—Uh, well, that must be
the tail’s dog. Agreed, not a competent statement.
- Is Prescott Bush still alive? Nope: RIP October 8,
1972.
- Hard to believe: “the synagogues actually supply
brothels with call girls and women for all manner of
lewd and lascivious things.” Where and when? The
criticism is just as broad as the statement.
- “Louis Farrar Khan”—another of many significant
names horrendously misspelled
- “It will have to be a movement of the segment of
your population that is currently THE MOST PUT
UPON IN YOUR NATION.” Are Black people more
put upon than Red ones? How about GOOD people,
are they less put upon than Black people? Agree
- “Even though your elections are rigged, fixed,
tampered with and all manner of methods to get
THEIR people into the offices of power, by God’s
Grace, a goodly man—from time to time—does
manage to make it through.” Really? When was
that? Is Ron Paul not a goodly man?
- “Because only God and His Celestial Sons and their
silver craft can truly protect any of you from Satan’s
evil bunch.” God “and” his Celestial Sons?
- “The ‘Mark of the Beast’ is your Social Security
Number.” NOT TRUE.
- “When the confrontation between ‘heaven and Hell’,
if you will, happens (and it is unfolding before your
eyes daily) it will behoove you to be on the right
side.” INDEED.
- “Remember when gas was thirty-five cents or so, then
in the 1970s it jumped to two dollars a gallon
overnight?” NO, I DON’T REMEMBER IT LIKE
THAT. In 1974 gas prices peaked at around 55 cents a
gallon, a 43% jump over the pre-embargo average price
at the pump of 38.5 cents per gallon. In the summer
of 1972, as I recall, Doris and I drove our camper to
Seattle and Vancouver BC and the price of gas was
$1.50 plus, the highest I recall was $1.75.
- “Nostrodamas” versus Nostradamus: This goes
BEYOND typography, in my opinion.
- “The driver and Dodi were killed instantly by the
laser pulsed (flash) weapon fired from the missing
‘white fiat sports car’.” “The MI-6 agent in the white
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The article which follows is an early version,
GUIDANCE
which has been substantially update but will suffice for
the purpose of documenting the undeniably
We have been provided with everything we need
blasphemous nature of the “Jonur” writings which to get on with this transition into Goodness and it is
Mr. Ekker has just finished defending.
not surprising that these issues were addressed by
[QUOTING:]
several writings from 7 years ago:

them instantly)?
If “Dodi was sitting behind the driver in line of
sight of the weapon which killed them both”—HOW
could that shot have been fired from a car pursuing—
behind or beside—them? Oh, you say: The pursuing
car (a little Fiat which was reported to have left some
white paint on the side of the Mercedes) overtook the
powerful Mercedes which was traveling several times
the speed limit and maneuvered directly in front of it
into perfect position for a double kill-shot. Let me ask
you something: Is that how YOU would plan it, when
it’s so much easier to simply fire from an innocuous
and stable position on the ground? Doesn’t it make
more sense that the little Fiat’s function was to ensure
the Mercedes was traveling very FAST at the critical
moment?
It doesn’t work “both ways”. WHO IS
LYING: Commander Hatonn or “Jonur”? WHY
THE CONFUSION? Why NOW?
Curiously, “Jonur” makes no mention of
Mohammed Al Fayed’s connection to Adnan
Khashoggi and his connection to Iran-Contra. More
importantly, “Jonur” fails to mention Princess Diana’s
involvement with GLOBAL ALLIANCE
INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION. In fact, throughout
all of the Jonur writings there is NOT ONE SINGLE
MENTION OF GLOBAL ALLIANCE OR GAIA.
Hmmm…???
Aliens Among Us
According to “Jonur”: “Any other kind [other
than the cloned “little grays”]—most especially those
who look like you—are killed outright.”
According to Commander Hatonn (numerous
references): There are many aliens walking among us
in physical form.
Discernments: This might be reconcilable IF
those who would do the outright killing have no way
of seeking and destroying those who walk among us.
Did Commander Hatonn ever tell us that? What do
YOU think?
The Mark of the Beast
According to “Jonur”: “The ‘Mark of the Beast’
is your Social Security Number.”
According to Commander Hatonn (numerous
references): The “Mark of the Beast” on the forehead/
hand refers to that which we THINK and that which
we DO.
Discernments: I believe Commander Hatonn on
more than one occasion stated explicitly that this
“Mark of the Beast” business has nothing to do with
the Social Security Number, although thus far I have
failed to come up with a specific reference. On the
other hand, I know that this Mark refers to our
thoughts and deeds, for it is in those aspects that the
Beast lays claim to SOULS and TRAPS them in this
environment. By logical extension of the statement
made by “Jonur”, anyone without a Social Security
Number does not have the “Mark of the Beast”. What
do YOU think?
Entry into the Photon Belt
According to “Jonur”: “So far it has been 19
YEARS AND 113 DAYS. This is why we count the
years like this. [NB: YEAR 19, DAY 113 was on
the header of this writing as it arrived from
“Jonur”.] You entered the fringes of this photon field
in 1962…” and yet we need to prepare for entry into
it “at any moment”.
When we enter into it, “It will be a total time of
terror, chaos and death to those who are not prepared
and MOST ESPECIALLY THOSE WHO DO NOT
KNOW ABOUT IT!”
“Stay inside and cover all windows and go to the
darkest room in the house/dwelling. This is most
important! You will need to be there for at least seven
days and nights.”

BLASPHEMY: JONUR WRITINGS
Definition
blas·phe·my (n.)
1. a. A contemptuous or profane act, utterance,
or writing concerning God or a sacred entity.
b. The act of claiming for oneself the
attributes and rights of God.
2. An irreverent or impious act, attitude, or
utterance in regard to something considered
inviolable or sacrosanct.
JUDGMENT VERSUS DISCERNMENT
One of the apparent paradoxes of this working
environment is that we must not be judgmental and
yet, we have a responsibility to wisely discern that
which is against the Laws of God and Creation.
Wisdom only comes through experience and
experience is the process of making mis-takes. So,
“Here we go again”, “Take 22——roll ’em!”
“I am Aton of the One Lighted Source—He who
allows Himself to be called ‘God’.” This declaration
found in the first paragraph of the first writing
presented by “Jonur” certainly should cause any
discerning reader to turn up the wick because only
ONE energy making that claim COULD BE. All the
rest—and we have witnessed a few before this,
haven’t we—are BLASPHEMERS, those who claim
for self the attributes and rights of God.
How do you like the odds in a game of Satanic
Roulette wherein chambers without number hold
bullets and only ONE chamber does not—and the only
allowable bet is OF YOUR SOUL? Yes, this is “that”
serious.
“Well,” comes the question, “what does it hurt to
just put the information out there and let people decide
for themselves?”
Answer: We are judged and our placement relative
to God is determined in great measure by the extent to
which we have pulled others from their path back to
God—which is the definition of EVIL, after all. I
KNOW better than to present the Jonur writings “as
if” they “might be” from/of Aton/Hatonn. THESE
JONUR WRITINGS ARE NOT VALID AND I
WILL NOT PARTICIPATE IN THE BLASPHEMY
EXCEPT TO OPPOSE AND DISCREDIT THE
ERRONEOUS MATERIAL.
This is “my” discernment; I am acting in
accordance with “my” conscience; and it doesn’t
matter to “me” how many people “vote” otherwise. I
am not a wind-chime! It is fine if you disagree with
me; you will have LOTS of company if you do, I can
almost guarantee it.
Let’s go back to that selected “opening barrage”
and I ask you: Is Aton “OF” the One Lighted Source
or is Aton simply THE LIGHTED SOURCE? Is this
picking nits? NOT where soul energy is concerned
and your soul energy ought to be concerned by such
a statement. “He who allows Himself to be called
‘God’”??? There are quite a few energies who allow
themselves to be called GOD, aren’t there? What
does that declaration mean to YOU? YOU must make
your OWN discernment, fellow traveler, and no choice
IS a choice—but allow “me” to remind you:
TOLERATION OF EVIL IS NO VIRTUE.

2/14/00: By the way, ANY “OTHER”
RECEIVER who claims Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn as
his master teacher—LIES. I did not here say
“Hatonn” but I think you get my meaning. The
ONLY ONE place from which that name COULD
FLOW was from our work through this receiver.
THE ONLY SOURCE. If you think you receive
from that “named” entity, be very, very careful—
for you gained that information directly from
something we projected. WOW—really! GOD
ALSO ALWAYS OFFERS A CLUE!
2/22/00: Now, realize, staff and friends, that
we have no objection to anything the staff feels is
interesting to run in the paper according to their
own choices. Just do not involve us in your
presentation, please. We will be moving further
and further away from “invisible” references for
we are not interested in prophecy—but rather—
THE WAY IT IS. We ARE the prophecy and the
bringing forth of the prophecies so we don’t need
prophets all over the place—for you will note that
most are FALSE.
3/4/00: Truth is not finding the one “lesser
lie” but in establishing TRUTH. And if there is
one lie known—is not all else suspect?
Commander Hatonn “told” us whole bunches of
very strange things and at the time such information
was presented there wasn’t always any way to know
if it was valid. But—there was nothing ever provably
FALSE and in time, almost all of the amazing,
“incredible” (at the time) bits of information have been
proven TRUE. Perhaps this INERRANCY on the part
of Commander Hatonn has conditioned people to
automatically believe ANYTHING WITH HIS NAME
ON IT. That might prove to be very CONVENIENT
for an evil-worker and you’d better believe your soul
is worth every bit of effort on the part of the
Adversary to pull you down.
IF THERE IS ONE LIE KNOWN
IS NOT ALL ELSE SUSPECT?
Princess Diana’s Murder
According to “Jonur”: “The driver and Dodi
were killed instantly by the laser pulsed (flash)
weapon fired from the missing ‘white fiat sports car’.”
“The MI-6 agent in the white sports car had the Laser
Flash Gun…” and “Dodi was sitting behind the driver
in line of sight of the weapon which killed them both.”
According to Commander Hatonn (from a
writing dated September 1, 1997): “Calls were made
and the assassins were already IN THE TUNNEL
when the party reached that location. They were on
the walkway ahead of the vehicle and shot both the
driver and Dodi with laser weapons.”
Discernments: These are two very DIFFERENT
and IRRECONCILABLE accounts of the same event.
Were the assassins already IN THE TUNNEL on a
walkway or were they pursuing and overtaking the
Mercedes in a white Fiat sports car? Was there one
weapon fired by one individual from a white Fiat
sports car or were there two weapons fired by two
assassins from a walkway? Did one laser weapon kill
two people instantly or did two laser weapons shoot
the driver and Dodi separately (not necessarily killing
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“Get some propane to heat the room and to warm
food.”
According to Commander Hatonn: From July
28, 1992: “Many of you in my crew are sorely
aggravated that you had no ‘Photon entry’ (didn’t
you? and, how do you know that you didn’t?—I say
that you certainly DID). I found ones complaining
that ‘... I told ones all about what to expect and now,
I have egg all over my face! I am really ....ed!’ Do
you NOT READ? I have told you every way I know
how—the ‘Great Barrier is not yet even expected!’”
Discernments: The surface issue (timing) “could
be” reconciled, IF Jonur’s “Photon ‘Band’” is the
same thing as Commander Hatonn’s ‘Great Barrier’.
Are they the same thing and if so, why call it
something different “this time around”?
Did Commander Hatonn EVER say that we
entered the Photon Belt on August 16, 1987? Is that
the reason He gave for beginning the New Cosmic
Time at that juncture? Not to my recollection.
There are some other issues here: Is it safe to heat
and cook indoors with propane? Is that something
Commander Hatonn would advise you to do?
How many of you noticed the unexplained
changeover from Year 20 to Year 19? The first
writing from “Jonur” dated October 31, 2006—YEAR
19, DAY 76 was published for all to see and no one
noticed that we somehow GAINED A YEAR! Pop
those corks in celebration because instead of Year 20,
it is now only Year 19!!! Well, not really: According
to EJ, all of the original “Jonur” writings in pencil on
yellow paper are dated Year 19—but to his credit EJ
corrected the dating to read Year 20 for any writings
that would subsequently be published. (Shame on the
rest of us for not noticing!) Commander Hatonn
called 1987, Year 1; thus, the current dating “should
be” Year 20—as indicated in all of my own (and EJ’s)
updates this year.
Armageddon
According to Jonur: It’s still coming and
“Armageddon requires a nuclear war and massive,
massive casualties.” Also: “You are all but out of time
for the hour draws near for that which the world has
anticipated. ‘Wars and rumors of wars’ you are
nineteen years into the period of time you label:
Armageddon.”
According to Commander Hatonn: March 4,
2000: “… even former President Reagan and his
attorney general, Edwin Meese, were praying for
Armageddon to come during the Reagan era. [H:
Some might even observe that it DID COME
DURING REAGAN’S ERA but nobody noticed
and there certainly was no nice fat-cat ‘rapture’.]”
ALSO: “Our purpose is to re-write those prophecies.”
Discernments: Have we had it already or are we
going to get it? How can we be “nineteen years ino
the period of time you label: Armageddon” AND “it
DID COME DURING REAGAN’S ERA”? There is
no doubt in “my” mind that “it DID COME”, so
setting aside the foregoing CONTRADICTION, the
question might be better expressed as: Is it coming
AGAIN? Alright, this is a bit of a trick question
because, as Commander Hatonn would surely tell us:
IT’S ENTIRELY UP TO YOU AND THAT WHICH
YOU (assuming you have creative potential) WISH
TO CREATE. WHY DOESN’T “JONUR” TELL
YOU THAT?
Project Blue Beam and Muslims
According to “Jonur”: “The Khazar ‘General’
Donald Rumsfeld is in Iraq right now to see to it that
preparations continue as planned when the ‘light
show’ begins. It is arranged that he remain in power
as he has always been—when the Global Plan 2000
take-over is spring on the world stage. The skies over
Iraq and the rest of the Middle East are going to be

suddenly filled with manifested (made visible) craft.
Your evil cartel has something called the ‘Blackbird
Project’ (not to be confused with the CIA spy plane)
and ‘Project Blue Beam’ to use on the troops of all
sides in the war.
“This set-up will expose mankind to an experience
never before experienced for THIS current civilization.
It is calculated to begin the Biblical hoax that will
cause you ones to think God is raising His hand
against you. It is especially targeted to Muslim world
in that they are more of a ‘believer’ than are you ones
of Western culture. However, the Christ believers will
not be overlooked. The projected images and
experience will come right out of your ‘Sunday
School’ lessons of fire and brimstone.
According to Commander Hatonn: 2/22/00:
“The very reason the ‘Man’s Plans’ won’t work is that
in the greater realization of mankind as a whole, the
IMAGE of God has no recognized expression. For
instance, a picture of ‘Jesus’ in the sky as pictured
FOR YOU by some artist, is FALSE and the Muslims,
for great instance, do not recognize the entity at all.
So the show is wasted on them—and THIS HAS
BEEN PROVEN IN ‘REAL TIME’ SHOW AND
TELL. A ‘Christian’ image was projected and there
was NO RECOGNITION by those ‘of God’. So be
prepared for the unexpected in every circumstance.
The idiots of games and ‘gotcha’ failed to realize that
it is AGAINST Muslim ‘religion’ and doctrine, AND
TRUTH, to have an image of God—for there are no
IDOLS ‘allowed’ in the very basic doctrine itself.
Discernments: Is Project Blue Beam “especially
targeted to Muslim world in that they are more of a
‘believer’ than are you ones of Western culture”? Or
is it PROVEN to be less effective against the Muslims
“for there are no IDOLS ‘allowed’ in the very basic
doctrine itself”? I believe the excerpts are substantial
enough for YOU to decide.
The Club of Rome
According to “Jonur”: “The Club of Rome is
made up of twelve to thirteen families—just threehundred living human beings—and they control your
world.”
According to Commander Hatonn: There are
dozens and dozens of references to the Club of Rome
throughout Commander Hatonn’s writings but
NOWHERE does He state that it is comprised of
“twelve to thirteen families—just three-hundred living
human beings”.
Discernments: The “Jonur” statement is FALSE
but could be set straight if it were changed to
reference the Committee of 300. The Club of Rome
has just 72 active members, according to their own
website: ClubOfRome.org. Further, those members
are not all of the same twelve to thirteen core families.
United Nations Control of the USA
According to “Jonur”: “The United Nations
signed a treaty—the most powerful documents in the
world—with the United States of America to
depopulate your nation ANY WAY THEY CAN.
You can go look this up. And yet, your U.S.
Constitution can nullify any mere treaty. That is why
every attempt is made to have a Constitutional
Convention, so they can get in there and make such a
mess of it that it has to be tossed out, AND THEN
YOU WILL BE LOST. THAT HOLY DOCUMENT
IS ALL THAT ‘LEGALLY’ STANDS IN THE WAY
OF THOSE WHO ARE SET AND POISED TO DO
YOU IN.”
He also references the “United Nations
Organizational Development Charter”. And then there
is this little gem of advice: “keep that U.S. constitution
with you in that courtroom.”
According to Commander Hatonn: I could find
no reference to a treaty which includes any provision

to depopulate the United States. There is also no
reference to “United Nations Organizational
Development Charter”. Commander Hatonn never
referenced the Constitution as a ‘HOLY’ document.
Finally, he pointed out that ‘LEGALLY’—they’ve
GOTCHA ALREADY. The SOLUTION to the
problem of treaties, according to Commander Hatonn,
is something called Rebus Sic Stantibus. From Journal
#22: Pleiades Connection Vol. 1 (and this is
IMPORTANT enough that I will cite it at length):
RECOURSES? Yes, fortunately there are—I
wonder if you will take action? There is a
principle in international law by which treaties can
be nullified: Rebus Sic Stantibus. If you fail to
stand against these intrusions to your sovereignty,
your independence, your right to keep and bear
arms, then you, as individuals, as a state, and as a
nation, are ruined!
IMPORTANT!

IMPORTANT!

IMPORTANT!

Along with the other information, take this to
your State Representative. It is probable that he is
not versed in INTERNATIONAL LAW and will
not know how to proceed to nullify these disastrous
treaties which are the reason why your guns, etc.,
are being taken away from you, as well as giving
of your armed forces into a communist United
Nations under a permanent arrangement.
Tell him/her that there is ample reason to void
the disarmament law, and the INF treaty which has
already been signed. You can stop the additional
and worse treaties which the state department and
the president have already worked out for you, by
knowing how to proceed.
Your Representative will find the PREMIER
PRINCIPLE of International Law in Black’s Law
Dictionary. The page number, definition and
documentation are reproduced below. IT IS THE
HIGHEST REASON IN RANK FOR VOIDING A
TREATY. THE PRINCIPLE IS CALLED:
REBUS SIC STANTIBUS
IT MEANS THAT “THE SITUATION HAS
CHANGED”. THIS SET OF PAPERS HAS
BEEN GIVEN TO DOCUMENT WHAT IS
REALLY HAPPENING TO THE UNITED
STATES AND TO GIVE YOU PRINCIPLES IN
LAW WHICH WILL ASSIST YOU TO
PROCEEED TO ARREST THE EVIL!
Black’s Law Dictionary: REBUS SIC
STANTIBUS: On Page 1432 it gives the definition
as follows: At this point of affairs; in these
circumstances. A name given to tacit conditions.
Said to attach to all treaties, that they should cease
to be obligatory, so soon as the state of facts and
conditions upon which they were founded has
substantially changed.
Documentation: Taylor International Law,
Section 394; I Oppenheim International Law,
Section 550; Gotius, Chapter XVI, Section XXV.
What your Representative needs to know is
that there is more to the treaties than what meets
the eye....more than the states and citizens are
aware. The people have been lied to about the
“peace” program. They were not told that it meant
giving away their armed forces and their own
personal firearms. The true nature of the treaties
was denied them. They were not told that the
National Security and the security of the 50 states
would be endangered. They were not told that
they were being restructured for world government
under a communist set of operating documents.
Now that they know the truth the situation has
changed! This knowledge is grounds for
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nullification of the treaties. It is the Duty of the
States to see that the Constitution is enforced as
well as the Bill of Rights. It takes ONLY ONE
STATE TO FORCE THE SUPREME COURT TO
RULE ON THE ISSUE. IF THE RULING
COMES DOWN UNFAVORABLE, THE ONLY
RECOURSE IS TO REPEAL. TO REPEAL
TAKES THIRTY-EIGHT (38) STATES TO
OVERRIDE THE SUPREME COURT. IF THE
ATTEMPT IS NOT MADE, YOUR
GOVERNMENT IS IRRETRIEVABLY GONE!
WHEN THE SECOND AMENDMENT GOES,
ALL OF THE AMENDMENTS WILL GO
BECAUSE IT IS THE KEYSTONE
AMENDMENT. THIS INCLUDES THE RIGHT
TO OWN LAND AND TO VOTE FOR
ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES. ELECTED
REPRESENTATIVES
WILL
FIND
THEMSELVES IN CONFLICT WITH THE
MILITARY GOVERNMENT THAT WILL
SUPERSEDE THEM! THE USE OF DUALSPEAK, (ALSO CALLED DUAL-USE)
SOPHISTRY
AND
LEGER
DEMAIN
STRATEGIES WERE APPLIED TO FOOL THE
PEOPLE INTO INACTION. THE PEOPLE ARE
THE ULTIMATE POWER. THE EVIL BEING
DONE IS WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF THE
GOVERNED. YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL
GOVERNMENT
WAS
WRITTEN
IN
PERPETUITY AND WHAT THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT IS DOING IS AGAINST THE
LAW. THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER
WAS SLAPPED ONTO YOUR COUNTRY AS A
“TREATY”, ALSO! SINCE IT IS CAUSING
ALL THE DAMAGE, IT SHOULD BE GOTTEN
RID OF, ALSO, BY REBUS SIC STANTIBUS!!!

CONTACT: PHOENIX JOURNAL REVIEW
CONCLUSION
Alright, so maybe the exact method of the murder
of Princess Diana is not so important and “picking
nits”. But we’ve covered off some other pretty
IMPORTANT issues here: Aliens Among Us; The
Mark of the Beast; Entry into the Photon Belt;
Armageddon; Project Blue Beam and Muslims; The
Club of Rome; United Nations Control of the USA;
USA Ruled by England; and yes, even Nevada
corporations; among other topics covered within these
general headers.
“If there is one lie known—is not all else
suspect?”
WHY THE CONFUSION? WHY NOW?
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YOU DISCERN.
On March 17, 2000 (yes, about 7 years ago),
Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn wrote: “I ask my
‘messengers’ to present to those who choose to
partake—PERIOD …”
I have presented “my” Truth in an effort to bring
mankind into the Time of Realization, the Time of the
People, the Golden Age. If you, the readers of
CONTACT, the best schooled chelas of Commander
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, discern that I am in error, so
be it and selah. If you know not me, you know not
the Father who sent me. All the same, I do suggest
that you keep your propane heaters OUTSIDE.
Salu.
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)

Then What Happened?

This is being written “live”, immediately before
the publishing deadline. Please excuse typos, readers,
there simply is no way to adequately proofread this
issue and still get this paper out timely.
In my efforts to keep this to “sequence of events”,
I must note that from the moment I packed my suitcase
with some of my personal belongings (including the
laptop on which this is being written), I did not
resume a Journal of Events until March 9.
Fortunately, all of my communication with EJ Ekker
since the Foundation Board Meeting of March 6 has
been by email, so I will string together those records
so that you might be FULLY INFORMED.
The first email I received from EJ was late on
March 6, according to the time stamp, and I wrote a
Discernments: This really isn’t a fair comparison reply to it immediately, interspersed with his “Rept re
but come on, people: “Jonur” offers up completely Ron K” message, so let’s jump right in at that point:
FALSE information on its very face—a non-existent
document (“United Nations Organizational —— Original Message ——
Development Charter”) and some noise against a From: EJ Ekker
Constitutional Convention, which is NOT on the To: ejekker
burner now because they don’t NEED it. And then Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 2007 10:28 PM
there is that advice to “keep that U.S. constitution with Subject: Rept re Ron K
you in that courtroom.” THE CONSTITUTION
We had quite an eventful day.
MEANS NOTHING TO GEORGE W. BUSH AND
The eventful days were mostly about one week
IT MEANS NOTHING IN THE COURTS WHICH
ARE NOT FUNCTIONING UNDER THE prior to this message, beginning when EJ declared that
the Jonur writings would be published “no matter
CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC.
Commander Hatonn SHOWS THE WAY and what” “because we made a commitment”. The best
provides SPECIFIC, VITALLY IMPORTANT response I could think to make to that declaration was
information to enable recovery of the Constitutional that I would have no part of it. At that point I became
an insubordinate employee, in EJ’s mind and he
Republic.
threatened to put me out on the street—for acting true
USA Ruled by England?
According to “Jonur”: “You are not ruled by to my CONSCIENCE.
EJ was strongly in favor of publishing the Jonur
England…”
According to Commander Hatonn: The United writings which purported to come from GCH and
ATON, the Highest Energy in the Universe. I KNEW
States has always been controlled by England.
that these writings were EVIL and NOT what they
Discernments: WHAT DO YOU THINK?
purported to be. EJ SHOULD HAVE KNOWN THE
Nevada Corporations:
According to “Jonur”: “Nevada’s privacy law SAME, being the one person supposedly closest to
states that no one is to know the owner of the DHARMA. He was in possession of the writings for
corporation—complete anonymity UNDER THE weeks as he typed them into his computer, word by
word and has no excuse for not perceiving them to be
LAW!”
According to Commander Hatonn: FALSE, POISONOUS AND HIGHLY DAMAGING
Everything Commander Hatonn taught us with TO ALL THAT CAME BEFORE.
It was not until I wrote the “BLASPHEMY”
regard to Nevada corporations is posted on the
website of Budget Corporate Renewals and having article—instead of laying up the newspaper as
built that website myself, I can assure you He never “ordered”—that EJ finally backed off from his initial
position. Even then, in front of witnesses at a Board
said anything so insipid.
Discernments: “Jonur” has presented FALSE meeting for Global Alliance, when asked if he would
information: THERE IS NO ‘PRIVACY LAW’ IN provide his verbal assurance that he would not put me
NEVADA and there certainly is not ‘complete out on the street, his response was, “HELL, NO!”
“In that case,” I replied, “because I need to have
anonymity UNDER THE LAW!”

some security and peace of mind to do all that I have
agreed to take on, I would like to propose that I
should have my own place.” This reasonable request
was granted (in my opinion, ONLY because there
were others in attendance to WITNESS EJ’s
unwillingness to provide me with ANY verbal
assurance of security in having a place to stay) and it
was RESOLVED unanimously that Global Alliance
would take on the extra expense of putting me in my
own condo.
It was also RESOLVED that $100,000 would be
allocated toward the new projects I am taking on for
“the Mission”, including an Internet-based “TV
station” and manufacture and distribution of the
“energized water” product.
Another issue raised before witnesses at the Board
meeting was the issue of management of “the
Mission”. EJ’s posture was (and is, presumably) that
when Doris died, God put him in charge. Funny
thing, though: GCH saw to it that the Board of
Directors of Global Alliance Investment Association
and Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd. had
TWO members, not just one. My position was (and
is) that ALL ARE ONE AND EACH IS EQUAL—
and that as a co-equal on the Boards of the governing
corporations, I am certainly every bit as much “in
charge” as is EJ. This just means that we must
AGREE in order to RESOLVE any issue. “Good
business,” in the words of GCH (Dad). The nonresolution of this fundamental issue was that EJ could
go on thinking whatever he wants to but the corporate
structure put in place by GCH shall determine
corporate actions.
There are other issues and they will be discussed
a little further along, but at least the reader now has
some background to understand the “eventful day” EJ
is referencing. Let’s continue with EJ’s email:
The FDN meeting started at 10 and Ron showed
up about 11.
Funny thing but there is no mention of the fact
that I packed my personal things and left EJ’s condo
the previous night. And yes, I had very good reasons
for that uncomfortable course of action, starting with
the fact that I was far more uncomfortable in EJ’s
place than I would have been out on the street. From
the moment he perceived me as an “insubordinate
employee” for refusing to publish Jonur’s
BLASPHEMOUS writings, you could cut the
atmosphere in his condo with a knife. He had MANY
outside communications and only shared a few. He
talked in hushed tones when he was on the phone and
was anything but friendly. There’s more to the story
but plenty of opportunity to get into it later. For now,
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let’s just say that I showed up well BEFORE 11:00
and did not miss any part of the meeting, which, as
usual and as I EXPECTED, was called to order
LATE. Bottom line: there were extenuating
circumstances for my showing up late to the meeting
and even then, as I suspected, I didn’t miss a thing.
He was low key until after lunch when Danny,
who had borrowed $1000 about a month ago with
which to buy gold through a friend in which he had
great confidence (who had taken $4000 from someone
else who had him jailed for delivering fake gold), was
returning the $1000 to me. There was discussion ( an
hour or more) about his keeping it to try again and
after gaining a consensus of all present, I turned him
down, as much for Danny’s protection as for our own.
Even if he obtains gold out in the Jungle he will be at
great risk to deliver it through the military and Police
checkpoints. That kind of abuse of the people will
stop with the adoption of the GAIA Program.
Ron cleverly raised the question as to whether
Danny was returning the money to Mr. Ekker or to
GAIA and Danny said, “I got the money from Mr.
Ekker.” Ron said, “OK, but where did Mr. Ekker get
the money? Were they his personal funds or did they
come from GAIA.?” Of course Danny could not
answer so I stepped in and said, “They were Ekker
funds. All of the funds that have been used to fund the
activities of the FDN have been Ekker funds. At the
time the FDN was formed GAIA had no funds and the
decision was made long ago to keep it that way for
simplicity.” That satisfied everyone except Ron who
wanted to pursue the reasoning that those were GAIA
funds and as a “co-equal” Director of GAIA he was
as much entitled to them as was Mr. Ekker. Not too
nice in public but that seems to have become Ron’s
style lately.
I could write a book on those two paragraphs from
EJ’s email but will try to cut through to the main
points he seems to be trying to make.
FIRST, let’s start with the comment that “Ron’s
style lately” has been “not too nice in public”. The
THRUST of this statement is made more pointed a
little further along with the use of emotionally charged
and manipulative words like “insane”, “burnout”,
“cabin fever” and “paranoia”. How about “just the
facts, ma’am”? The FACT is that EJ is only
describing me in this way to manipulate the reader of
his missive and NEVER used such words to describe
me or my behavior UNTIL I opposed him with regard
to running Jonur’s BLASPHEMOUS material.
I couldn’t help it that by acting according to my
CONSCIENCE it amounted to pulling the King’s
pants down in public (HE REALLY SHOULD HAVE
KNOWN BETTER) and pointing out his tiny little
discernment. The alternative to weak discernment
leads to another whole set of conclusions, as you will
see further along.
SECOND, let’s go back to the big gold deal EJ
was referencing and focus on another point he seems
to want to make: He says I “cleverly” tried to pin
down the source of funding for this arrangement,
which has WASTED 50,000 pesos—those funds are
not recoverable—and then goes on to say I was
somehow wanting to become “entitled to them”?
That’s pretty feeble thinking. EJ is many things,
including the King of emotional manipulation, but he
is not a weak thinker. All the same, he is going to
find out that he cannot out-think GOD (and this is,
after all, GOD’S PLAY).
THIRD, EJ has declared, in front of witnesses and
now in writing, that in his opinion, “All of the funds
that have been used to fund the activities of the FDN
have been Ekker funds.”
HOW VERY
INTERESTING!!?
The 3-bedroom “almost
penthouse” condo is also “his” and he alone controls

ALL Global Alliance funds. “He” buys lunch for
EVERYBODY, ALL THE TIME; “he” spends an
awful lot more money every month than his Social
Security brings in. And, of course, in his opinion, we
should somehow suppose that he “is” Global Alliance
because Doris died and God left him in charge. IT IS
A FALSE CONCEPT.
I would have bet that all of you contributors (of
both time and effort) to Global Alliance thought you
were contributing to Global Alliance—but it seems
Mr. Ekker sees it differently. He is “in charge” and
it’s all HIS, apparently. You, the contributors, have
apparently been contributing to EJ Ekker, not to
Global Alliance. As he explained it to the Foundation
Board and other attendees, on the record, your loans
go to him, personally, and then he loans them to the
Tallano Foundation. Is that how YOU thought things
worked?
All along, he has been quietly maintaining a
spreadsheet of all the money which the Foundation
owes HIM, personally. I believe this is called
“conversion”. Is that the way GCH structured things?
If you think so, you have FAILED the “corporate
management” course offered for YEARS.
That is enough on this particular subject for now
but I can assure you that I will handle my
FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITIES to the corporations
involved IMPECCABLY, just as GCH instructed us to
do all along.
Was that all for the day? No. Ludy saved the rest
of the FDN meeting by locating, copying, and
delivering a document much needed by the attorney
and while we were congratulating her on that
accomplishment, the tele rang with a request from
Security that Mr. Erick San Juan was in the Lobby
and could he be admitted? Of course, Erick is always
welcome. We have no better or knowledgeable
Filipino friend than Erick.
He was quite upset, saying that Ron had come to
his office and accused me of poisoning him with the
same material I had poisoned Doris and that was why
he had to move out. Erick said he had some brown
liquid that he claimed was doing the damage to him
and that he would have it analyzed to see what Mr.
Ekker was using to kill his wife and business
associates. Bizarre? That doesn’t sound strong
enough and “insane” is overused these days (Mr.
Bush has sopped it all up.). Further, Ron has claimed
(to Erick) “ownership” of CONTACT to which I am
quite sure GCH would object.
Did I mention earlier that I had other reasons for
being “uncomfortable” living in EJ’s condo? I am just
going to list some SANE observations for your
consideration and see if you can say you KNOW how
it is, and Ron’s behavior is “BIZARRE”.

5. A significant group of EJ’s friends here in the
Philippines are: a KNOWN and ADMITTED “ex”
CIA agent/asset; a KNOWN CIA asset; and a
purported and “probably is” Regional Director for the
CIA. There is no need to name names at this time but
this is one of the “Old Boys” networks and they were
most active during the reign of King George I,
“Poppy” Bush. Surprise, surprise, when you walk into
the office of the known CIA asset, the first thing that
greets you, right in front of you as you come in the
door, is the BEST COLOR COPY OF BONUS 3392181 I HAVE EVER SEEN. EJ was entirely
unconcerned about that particular observation and I
never asked the guy from whence it came.
6. I have witnessed a transaction between EJ and
one of these “Old Boys” which involved LITERAL
laundry of blackened money and emphatically
distanced Global Alliance from being smudged by the
dirty dealing. And oh yes, Commander Hatonn wrote
all about it—a full SEVEN YEARS BEFORE IT
HAPPENED. How’s that for a timely “heads up”?
7. EJ has admitted to having made it to the 32nd
degree of Freemasonry but has always downplayed the
significance of that.
8. The great shakeout of personnel in 1999-2000
occurred because many of those most closely involved
with “the Mission” could see with their own eyes that
things were not being handled properly in a financial
sense; that EJ Ekker would never provide reporting or
any kind of accounting of, we must now suppose,
“HIS” funds.
9. Along the way I discovered that EJ has
developed a very special ability to “sniff things out”;
for instance, he could quote VERBATIM telephone
conversations which I had while not in his presence.
When I talked about what Dad told us about some of
us becoming able to blink in and out of this existence
at will, he answered, “That would be pretty handy for
a spy.” Whether he works his “magic” by tapping a
telephone line or otherwise, he certainly can KNOW
what another person verbalizes at a distance and I
believe it is accomplished through self-hypnosis and
some kind of mental projection.
10. Evil must wear a sign, we have been told.
Here are some signs for you to consider: EJ wears a
very heavy ring, on which is an eagle—but not a freeflying eagle, an eagle in the act of striking its prey,
with talons fully extended, a symbol of KILLING/
DEATH; EJ has a BEARD, which is often used to
cover up one’s emotions; EJ’s posture is that of a
HUNTER—head forward, body crooked; and finally,
EJ is a master manipulator of the emotions of others,
even as he has done in this brief email message.
11. Over time there were several references by
both GCH and Doris to “the crooked man, who
walked a crooked mile”. Look them up, as I did, and
see if it fits EJ. You might be surprised at your own
conclusions.
12. Also under the “evil must wear a sign”
category, there was a particular calendar in EJ’s condo
that always drove me nuts because the feature picture
was of POPE RATZINGER (whatever he is called
now and no, I have no respect for the “position” of a
man who covered up the pedophilia in the Catholic
Church well enough to gain the top joob). The
calendar page wasn’t turned since November 2006 and
I finally threw it in the garbage. The next day I heard
EJ muttering, “… but not the POPE! JESUS!” At
least one of the other “Old Boys” had the VERY
SAME VATICAN CALENDAR prominently
displayed in HIS space. And not far from that was a
friendly letter FROM THE POPE thanking him for his
service and commitment.
13. Just before the Global Alliance Board
meetings to straighten things out, EJ was caught in a

1. When I arrived in the Philippines, EJ told me
quite a bit about Doris’ last days: how her feet swelled
up like footballs and how they thought it was a lung
condition but it turned out that her heart
malfunctioned.
2. I thought it was strange that he decided to
have her body CREMATED IMMEDIATELY instead
of acting in accordance with the wishes of her family
members.
3. Very strangely, MY feet started swelling
within days of my arrival, and I started having heart
palpitations, too. Over a period of weeks, doing a
parasite cleanse, taking it easy, adjusting my diet and
being very careful to have only “fresh” items,
minimizing my coffee intake, the swelling subsided
but I still didn’t feel “100%”.
4. Along the way I discovered that there was
pretty solid confirmation of the fact that EJ Ekker
“WAS” an agent for the Defense Intelligence Agency.
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lie and I asked him if he would swear to a lie in a
court room. His answer? “I would SWEAR IT—on
MOHAMMED!” Strange?
14. After the corporate resolution was arrived at to
put me into my own place, while the air was thick
enough to cut with a knife, just before I made the
decision to get out of HIS condo ASAP, I overheard
EJ saying to Ludy, just as I was walking into the
kitchen to get a cup of coffee, “… and make sure he
uses it all up.” Then, while I poured the last cup of
coffee from the pot into my cup, he stood at the
doorway watching. There was no other reason I could
perceive for him to stand there and ensure I poured
that coffee—all of it—into my cup.
15. How many times did GCH make references to
the abuse of ALCOHOL? In one case, in a writing
from Doris (printed in the April 5, 2006 “Doris
Memorial” issue), where she referenced AA (usually
used for Alcoholics Anonymous), EJ put in a note
defining the term as “probably means Attitude
Adjustment”. Was he “giving” Doris an “attitude
adjustment” at the time? I can certainly verify that he
likes to drink and has, on occasion, allowed his
drinking to impair his judgment in business.
16. Finally, and possibly most interestingly, Skull
and Bones uses the number 322. Perhaps it is just a
coincidence that Doris passed away on 3/22 (based on
her place of birth)?

walk down the hallway to the elevators and someone
at the other end, near the elevators, could literally “see
me coming” from a long way away. As I approached
the elevators to go down and meet with Erick, two
guys came out of the suite directly in front of the
elevators. We all got in together and they pressed “L”
for the Lobby. I looked at the guy across from me.
He was holding a black-sheathed object, holding it like
I would hold a knife. The two of them looked me up
and down and up and down. Nothing happened. We
got to the Lobby—and I noticed that the only thing
that got stabbed during our ride down was the button
for the fourth floor. Huh? Peculiar, indeed.
I said goodbye to the elevator riders and no doubt
they then went to the fourth floor (which makes no
sense unless you make some kind of assumption) and
I went to meet Erick. He didn’t show up right away
so I went outside for a bit. My phone rang and I
answered. It was Dr. San Juan. He said he could see
me. I looked around for his car but could NOT see
him anywhere, even as we were talking and he was
asking me if I was the guy in the white shirt?! We
met in the lobby a few minutes later and I took him
up to my suite and went over everything, in enough
depth that he knew I wasn’t accusing anyone of
anything—but it would sure be nice to get the sample
tested so we could know for sure. Now, if you have
to, go back and read EJ’s version of this.
I DID NOT ACCUSE EJ OF ANYTHING AND
I STILL DO NOT.
How well do YOU think Dr. San Juan handled
this situation? Should I trust him? WOULD YOU?
The next morning he told me that I should take the
sample to a clinic at a certain address nearby, on
foot—and I said, NO THANK YOU! “A little birdy”
told me to stay put, to not go out anywhere, and to not
even let housekeeping have unobserved access to the
suite, just to be sure that sample is untouched. Thanks
to my friends, it no longer matters if they get the
larger portion of the sample; a smaller portion is in a
safer place. It sure “seems like” it “might be”
interesting to see the results of a toxicology test.
It probably is nothing but—WHAT IF IT IS
POSITIVE?
Well, let’s not get totally carried away with
“Walter Mitty” intrigue here. I am NO SPY but it
sure seems like there are a whole bunch of them
snooping around and trying to get their fingers around
the WORLD’S LARGEST ASSETS. Why would
anyone be surprised at that?
Let’s touch on EJ’s final sentence from the two
paragraphs cited above. He wrote, “Further, Ron has
claimed (to Erick) ‘ownership’ of CONTACT…”
My response?
UTTER NONSENSE.
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW HOW GCH LEFT
THINGS STRUCTURED; IT IS, AFTER ALL, A
MATTER OF PUBLIC RECORD—just go look it up
for yourself on the Nevada Secretary of State’s
website. With regard to CONTACT, INC., you will
find that Ronald Kirzinger is all of the officers and the
entire Board of Directors. Yes, I have complete
CONTROL and the FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY
which goes along with it. “OWN” IT? NEVER!
That is NOT the way God wants things done, that’s
not the way they have been done, that’s not the way
it was explained to Erick San Juan—and EJ KNOWS
IT.
Alright, now let’s get to the final paragraphs of
this missive (missile, ACTUALLY) from the selfdeclared King of God’s Divine Plan:
In his defense I would have to say that Ron has
probably overly dedicated his time and attention and
is suffering “burnout”, “cabin fever”, and “paranoia”
(whether incipient or developed I am not qualified to
say). I am certainly qualified to say that his attitude

and actions REQUIRE that he be terminated from the
(ALL of the) projects if he does not quickly mend his
ways. I have agreed to pay $6000 plus to put him in
an apartment of his choosing in this building (and that
much more 6 months from now) as well as an
additional $100,000 to fund 3 projects that he wishes
to pursue. To avoid a future conflict I will identify the
Apartment rental and expense as Ekker personal, and
the project funding as GAIA, which I will have to
arrange to borrow from Monex against the gold
deposited there. Fortunately there is more than
enough “profit” (capital gain) in that account to
accommodate the withdrawal with no threat to the
owners’ principle. In fairness, however, I should
commit that should any of those owners object to the
use of the profit in their accounts I will be obliged to
honor their objection by reducing the funding
available to Ron. I believe all of the owners to be on
the list of email receivers of this message.
Well, let’s just jump to the word, “terminated”.
Here we’ll just have to get into some very basic
understanding of corporate structure. A “boss” can
terminate an employee, sure, BUT I am NOT anyone’s
EMPLOYEE (though I am certainly GOD’S AGENT).
Let’s lay things out just as GCH saw to it that they are
structured.
Regarding GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT
ASSOCIATION and COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY
MARKETING, LTD., the Directors of these two
companies are EJ Ekker and Ronald Kirzinger, jointly.
The only way either one goes is if BOTH AGREE.
THERE IS NO WAY FOR EJ EKKER TO
TERMINATE RONALD KIRZINGER FROM
EITHER OF THESE TWO COMPPANIES—
EXCEPT POSSIBLY “OVER MY DEAD BODY”.
With regard to CONTACT, INC., Ronald
Kirzinger is the only listed officer or director. You
will find the same situation with regard to PHOENIX
SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS. So, it will be pretty hard
for Mr. Ekker to terminate me from either of those
two entities.
With regard to the NEW PROJECTS—an
Internet-based “TV station” and the manufacture and
distribution of “energized water” products—Global
Alliance Investment Association (EJ and Ron as
Directors) has promulgated a Corporate Resolution
which ENSURES THAT THESE PROJECTS SHALL
BE FUNDED AND THAT THEY WILL BE
MANAGED BY RONALD KIRZINGER. Can EJ
Ekker unilaterally rescind that resolution? “OVER
MY DEAD BODY.”
He writes, “I have agreed to pay…” and “I will
identify the Apartment rental and expense as Ekker
personal…”. OOPS! There are WITNESSED
CORPORATE RESOLUTIONS TO THE
CONTRARY, EJ. THIS IS BUSINESS—AND IT IS
GOD’S BUSINESS, NOT EJ EKKERS’ BUSINESS.
Those corporate resolutions state that the
CORPORATION (Global Alliance) is agreed to pay
and the CORPORATION has identified the apartment
rental and expense as a CORPORATE expense, which
the corporation has RESOLVED TO PAY. And yes,
indeed, the SECRETARY of the corporation has
certified those CORPORATE RECORDS.
Pretty slippery, EJ, but you CANNOT OUTTHINK GOD, DON’T YOU KNOW?
Alright, let’s get to the “emotional appeal” part of
his email to the Ground Crew:
I apologize to all of you receiving this email. I
cannot think of another way to inform you of the new
problem we face. There have been several prior
“reports” leading up to this one and I am willing to
respond to requests for them if any one of you
wonderful ground crew desire more detail. I find the
matter depressing to write about and I have to suspect

I AM NOT ACCUSING ANYONE OF
ANYTHING in asking the following reasonable, not
“bizarre” (in my opinion) questions: COULD EJ be an
agent for DIA, CIA or some other intelligence agency?
COULD he have killed Doris with some kind of
poison? COULD he be trying to kill me in much the
same way? Is it a crime to SUSPECT that any of the
foregoing possibilities could be true?
To be a SUSPECT requires: METHOD, MOTIVE
and OPPORTUNITY. In this case, it is only
necessary to fill in ONE of those blanks: MOTIVE.
Do you suppose EJ Ekker could have any MOTIVE to
assert his SOLE CONTROL OVER THE LARGEST
ASSETS IN THE WORLD? If you think “his sole
control” is the way God wants it, you should ask
yourself WHY, then, did GCH see to it that it would
NOT BE THAT WAY?
I don’t know for sure but I sure had reasons to
WONDER (suspect), and with less than a week until
I “should” be in a place of my own, it made SENSE
to move out of his place ASAP. There is plenty of
time for the WHOLE TRUTH to come out and I
strongly suspect you will see great efforts on the part
of Mr. Ekker to cast ME aside in order that he will
end up in control of “everything” because, according
to EJ, “God put me [EJ] in charge!”
If you had these kinds of suspicions, would it not
be reasonable to go to someone connected with the
LAW in the foreign country wherein you find
yourself? Would it be reasonable to lay things out
before a respected and trusted “friend” who is
obviously well connected with the country’s
SECURITY PEOPLE?
Yes, I spoke with Dr. Erick San Juan because he
always told me if I ever needed anything, got into any
kind of trouble or just needed a friend, I should get in
touch with him and he could probably help, with all
the connections he has in this country. I went to his
office but he was not in and I ended up talking to him
on the phone.
I told him I didn’t know anything for sure, that it
was just a series of observations which raised
suspicions—but that I had collected a sample (that last
coffee I poured), and he agreed to meet with me at the
lobby of the Hotel where I moved my personal effects.
Now here’s a “funny-peculiar” thing: It’s a long
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that you find it depressing to read so I will try to bore
you with as little as possible and still keep you fully
informed. You can help me by letting me know if you
need more detail.
I LOVE you all and I know you KNOW that. I
fully intend to hold the course as outlined by GCH
and, at least at this point, I am neither demented nor
paranoid. I am healthy as I have ever been and I am
most thankful to Father that we are truly moving
ahead—despite the adversities. Thank you all so much
for just remaining part of the REAL ground crew. EJ
Regarding “several prior ‘reports’”: I WANT TO
SEE THEM so that I might make comment on them.
Why keep them from me?
Regarding “still keep you fully informed”: Do you
think the recipients of this email from EJ were
FULLY INFORMED?
Regarding: “I fully intend to hold the course as
outlined by GCH…”: OH, REALLY? YOU LIE,
MR. EKKER, AND YOUR OWN WORDS HAVE
CONDEMNED YOU.
Regarding: “I am neither demented nor paranoid”:
What a CLEVER way to try to make readers believe
that the one WHO IS UPHOLDING THE MISSION
AS GCH PRESCRIBED IS NOW SUDDENLY
DEMENTED AND PARANOID. Even “if” I was—
and time will TELL, as it always does—you’re going
to have a hard time stopping this from getting OUT
THERE SO THAT PEOPLE CAN MAKE THEIR
OWN DISCERNMENTS.
He might get away with it—IF he can somehow
block or even significantly delay publication of THIS
message. So, you can count on him to do his
damndest to prevent this article from ever seeing the
light of day. But I think we’ll find the funding for at
least one more issue and if the Board of CONTACT,
INC. says “DO IT” (AND I WILL)—IT IS GOING
TO BE DONE.
In the category of DISCERNMENT, you really
should ask yourself just exactly what it would have
meant IF THE JONUR BLASPHEMY WOULD
HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED—because that certainly
appears to be EXACTLY the point at which I
“suddenly” seem to have become “demented and
paranoid”. WAS IT ACTUALLY INTENDED THAT
ALL OF THE REAL, TRUTHFUL, VALID GCH/
HATONN/ATON MATERIAL WOULD BE
POISONED? Because that is CERTAINLY what
would have happened if I had allowed my conscience
to be suborned by EJ’s bullying.
Now, dear readers, it is time to find out about
your own discernment. This newspaper can die on the
vine IF YOU LET IT or it can become that which it
was always intended to be: A VOICE OF THE
PEOPLE in THE AGE OF THE PEOPLE. As
always, God provides—man decides. Turn up the
wick and USE YOUR OWN, GOD-GIVEN
DISCERNMENT.

was still in the Philippines and of course I told her that
I am—it was as if she was reluctant to believe that
Mr. Ekker would have lied to her about the situation
but it is obvious that he has. It could also be that they
had other discussions further to the text message,
wherein EJ might have stated that I had left the
country. She seemed very surprised to find that not
only am I here but that I intend to stay here.
Here is a copy of the text from EJ Ekker to Lulu,
which she volunteered to send to me and which
arrived just minutes after our call ended:

That ends my response to EJ’s email of March 6.
On March 9 I resumed making Journal entries upon
discovering that EJ had unlawfully and unilaterally
VOIDED a WITNESSED Corporate Resolution:
070309 4:17 PM
I just got off the phone with Ma. Luisa CarlosCornista (“Lulu”, the owner of condominium #2F at
the Tuscany). I called her to confirm our appointment
at 10:00 a.m. tomorrow to sign the lease. She stated
that she had been informed by a text from Mr. Ekker
that I was back in Canada and that she has gone ahead
and rented the suite to another client. I told her that
constituted unilateral voidance of a Board Resolution
by Mr. Ekker and she seemed embarrassed. She asked
me twice during the course of the conversation if I

From: +639178116391
Sent: 3/9/07 4:19:44 PM
Lulu, dis EJ EKKER. Ron s tlkg of ret to
Canda s it s nt likely d rntl cn cnsumate. I wl
ret to LL abt 2
The text message does not state that I had returned
to Canada, it just says that I was (supposedly) talking
about doing so. I never said any such thing to anyone.
This is a complete fabrication (LIE) of EJ Ekker.
EJ has now stripped me of a place to stay and left
me with no access to money (he controls all of the
local accounts). I am booked in the Peninsula through
tomorrow night but have to come up with some sort
of tenable long-term arrangement after that. I need
access to high-speed Internet—and some outside
support. God only knows from whence that will come
but I know it shall come if it fulfills His purposes.
4:36 PM End Journal Entry
With this surprising information “in hand”, I
emailed EJ to see what he would say about the
scheduled “lease signing” (which he had
TERMINATED without advising me). Here is my
email (at the bottom) and his reply:
From : EJ Ekker <EJEkker@pldtdsl.net>
Sent : March 9, 2007 3:44:27 AM
To : “John Isaiah” <johnisaiah@hotmail.com>
Subject : Re: Confirming Lease Signing
Saturday at 10:00 a.m.
I notified you a few days ago (3/7/7) that Lulu
had leased 2F to another party. I will paste a copy
of that notice (sent to you at this same John Isaiah
address) to you here:
***
This afternoon I texted Lulu to tell her I had
heard a rumor that you were considering returning
to Canada and that I would confirm Saturday with
her as soon as I heard from you.
On her way home this evening Ludy happened
to meet Lulu in the lobby and she told Ludy to
never mind Saturday, that she had just closed the
rental of the unit with another party and they
would move in Sat.
Last night I sent you a copy of the email I sent
to the ground crew and FDN Trustees and all of
the feedback I have received has confirmed my
own evaluation that we will no longer be able to
work together with you here in the Philippines.
The suggestion is that we might manage it if you
were back in Canada but here I am unwilling to go
into a long-term lease such as the one we
negotiated for 2F. EJ
***
I have other meetings to attend tomorrow
morning and expect to return at about 2 PM. I will
appreciate your making arrangements to pick up
your belongings as soon as convenient so please let
me know when you can do that.
None of the several ground-crew members that
I have heard from expect me to continue to try to
work with a person that has accused me of trying
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to poison him with the same substance I used to
murder my wife—that accusation being a criminal
offense in the Philippines if not proven true—so
the unwritten “resolution” has lost all meaning and
will surely not be honored by me. I will assist you
as best I can to remove your belongings from the
premises but that will be the end of my support.
As I said earlier, your best option is to arrange to
return to Canada and I am willing to discuss
ticketing arrangements toward that end. EJ
—— Original Message ——
From: “John Isaiah” <johnisaiah@hotmail.com>
To: <ejekker@pldtdsl.net>
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2007 7:03 PM
Subject: Confirming Lease Signing Saturday at
10:00 a.m.
> Hello EJ,
>
> I would like to confirm with you that we will
meet with Lulu at 2F tomorrow
> morning at 10:00 a.m. to sign the lease in
accordance with the corporate
> resolution governing same. Thanks in advance
for your prompt response.
>
> Ron
So, what do you make of that? I DID NOT
RECEIVE ANY SUCH “NOTICE” FROM EJ
EKKER VIA EMAIL—NOT “A FEW DAYS AGO”
AND NOT TWO DAYS PREVIOUSLY AS HIS
OWN DATING SHOWS—NOT AT ALL.
At this point I have been “put out” AND a valid,
WITNESSED Corporate Resolution has been
unilaterally voided by Mr. Ekker, ensuring I do NOT
have a place to stay despite all prior CONTRACTS
and agreements between us.
HE “hear a rumor”—or HE STARTED THE
RUMOR I WAS GOING back TO CANADA. I
NEVER SAID ANY SUCH THING TO ANYONE
AT ANY TIME.
HE ACCUSES ME OF HAVING ACCUSED
HIM OF POISONING DORIS WHEN HE COULD
NOT HAVE FIRSTHAND KNOWLEDGE OF ANY
SUCH THING and on that basis, he says, he has
voided the corporate resolution. Interesting? Just set
up a STRAW MAN so you can knock it down, Mr.
Ekker?
The next email I received from EJ Ekker was on
March 11, just yesterday (last night):
From : EJ Ekker <EJEkker@pldtdsl.net>
Sent : Sunday, March 11, 2007 4:29 AM
To : “Isaiah, John” <johnisaiah@hotmail.com>
Subject : Fw: Request
—— Original Message ——
From: EJ Ekker
To: AA-Ron
Sent: Sunday, March 11, 2007 8:02 PM
I would appreciate your making an
appointment with me to remove your belongings
from this premises. Just give me a few times
that you will be available and I will confirm a
time that I can be available.
To save you some personal embarrassment, I
would suggest that you not attempt to attend the
Trustees meeting on Tuesday. Your questions and
remarks at the last meeting were disruptive and not
taken kindly; as Chairman of the Board of Trustees
I cannot justify inviting you as I have, albeit
tacitly, in the past. EJ
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WHAT DO YOU SUPPOSE IT MEANS WHEN
HE SAYS, “To save you some personal
embarrassment”? You don’t suppose he would have
SECURITY FORCEABLY PREVENT ME FROM
ATTENDING TOMORROW’S MEETING!?
I HAVE MET WITH A QUORUM OF THE
BOARD AND IN LIGHT OF THE FOREGOING
INFORMATION, MR. EKKER IS GOING TO FIND
THAT NOT ONLY AM I MOST WELCOME AT
TOMORROW’S MEETING—BUT HE IS NOT!
Alright, another email JUST ARRIVED from Mr.
Ekker but it is time stamped MUCH EARLIER IN
THE DAY TODAY.
PERHAPS HIS
“INTELLIGENCE” BUDDIES HAVE SHOWED
HIM HOW TO CHANGE THE TIME ON HIS
COMPUTER SO HE CAN CONTROL THE TIME
STAMP? THAT WOULD MAKE SENSE OF
SOME OF THE PREVIOUS ERRONEOUS TIME
STAMP ISSUES.
It looks like Mr. Ekker might now be getting
somewhat more conciliatory:
From : EJ Ekker <EJEkker@pldtdsl.net>
Sent : March 12, 2007 12:53:50 AM
To : “Isaiah, John” <johnisaiah@hotmail.com>
Subject : Equipment disconnection
Ron, I have asked the DSL technician to
come at 10 AM Wednesday to disconnect your
equipment and reconnect the DSL to mine. It
would be advisable if you attend so that you can
remove your equipment and other belongings at
that time.
I have received some suggestions concerning
your future activity with the project. It is hoped
that you are more intelligent than Rick or Ed or
Mark and will not act to damage me or the project
so that your markers remain intact to be paid to
you when there is money to do so. If you wish to
consider that please email me so that we can begin
to work out the details. EJ
IT IS AMAZING JUST HOW DAMAGING THE
TRUTH CAN BE, IS IT NOT?
WELL,
CERTAINLY IF YOU HAVE SET YOUR OWN
PURPOSES CROSSWISE WITH GOD’S. DO YOU
THINK YOU CAN “BUY” ME IN EXCHANGE
FOR SOME KIND OF “MARKERS”? YOU’RE
TREACHEROUS, EJ, AND I WOULD NOT TRUST
YOU AT THIS POINT FARTHER THAN I CAN
SNEEZE. YOUR DAYS OF MANIPULATING
OTHERS AND OF BLOCKING THE DIVINE PLAN
ARE OVER.
YOU HAVE NO RIGHT WHATSOEVER TO
“TERMINATE” A CO-EQUAL BOARD MEMBER.
YOU HAVE DECEIVED PEOPLE WHO
BELIEVED THEY WERE CONTRIBUTING TO
“THE MISSION” WHILE YOU COUNT THEIR
DONATIONS AS YOUR PERSONAL FUNDS AND
ALL OF THEIR EFFORTS FOR GOD AS MERELY
A DONATION OF SERVICE UNTO YOU.
YOU HAVE LIED ABOUT ME. YOU HAVE
PUT ME OUT ON THE STREET IN A STRANGE
COUNTRY AND CUT ME OFF FROM ALL
ACCESS TO “MISSION” FUNDS. CONSIDER
YOURSELF EXPOSED, AS IN “THERE IS
NOTHING HIDDEN THAT SHALL NOT BE
REVEALED.”
It is now only a little over an hour until the
deadline for this issue to go to press and I am simply
OUT OF TIME, even though there is A LOT MORE
TO BE TOLD. And if you never thought it would be
like this: you can join my club!
Salu to the “REAL” Ground Crew, whoever you are.
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)
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UNABASHED PLEA
FOR YOUR SUPPORT
Support can take many forms, beginning
and ending with a prayer for all our
relations. I have been “put out on the
street” in a strange country and “cut off”
from funds which should be provided by
Global Alliance for my sustenance, so your
prayers are definitely appreciated.
If you can contribute monetarily, please do
so through THE GOODLY COMPANY or
CONTACT, INC. and remit your payments
through P.O. Box 27103, Las Vegas, NV
89126 Tel. (702) 987-1103.
We are “there”. All that remains is to
determine YOUR PART IN THIS GRAND
PLAY.
Sincerely,
Ronald W. Kirzinger
President and Director
CONTACT, INC.
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FRAUDULENT MEMORANDA PUT FORWARD BY EJ EKKER:
Can anyone please explain how, in a corporation with TWO directors,
one of the directors can unilaterally TERMINATE the other director?

MARCH 14, 2007
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In the MEMORANDUM below, please note Mr. Ekker’s fraudulent request to “Please substitute my name for his in the following
Corporations…”. HE HAS NO RIGHT TO MAKE ANY SUCH REQUEST. Also note his accusation against Ronald Kirzinger: “… in a
blatant attempt to take control of Global Alliance Investment Association…”. WHO IS TRYING TO TAKE CONTROL OF GLOBAL
ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION? Unfortunately for Mr. Ekker, Janet Carriger knows EXACTLY who contributed the funds to
start up BCR, so the LIE of “However, you know that the money to start BCR came from Ekkers…” SHALL NOT STAND. “IF THERE
IS ONE LIE, IS NOT ALL ELSE SUSPECT?” “I hope you will continue to serve BCR in your present capacity…” sounds like a THREAT
TO ONE OF THE HARDEST WORKERS AND GREATEST GIVERS OF LIFE ENERGY TO THIS MISSION. WHY? BECAUSE
SOMEONE SHE KNOWS< WHO HAS ACTED ACCORDING TO HIS CONSCIENCE, HAS CONFRONTED MR. EKKER? THINK
ABOUT IT, READERS AND CONTRIBUTORS, AND BE SURE TO LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK.
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NEVADA CORPORATIONS:

Phoenix Source Online

Nevada Vs. Delaware:
Private Vs. Public

email: GCHContact@OneMain.com
www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com
-Published and unpublished Journals
- CONTACT back-issues

Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #16:
Response to the Often-Asked Question: What About Delaware?
“My friend said that her attorney said that the best place to incorporate is Delaware because that’s where all
the big corporations are based.”
The fundamental distinction between Nevada and Delaware is that while Nevada’s statutes create benefits for
private corporations, Delaware’s corporate statutes have principally been designed to benefit shareholders of
public corporations. Many large, public companies that trade on various exchanges across the country
incorporated in Delaware because Delaware’s statutes provide the best protection of the rights of shareholders.
In recognition of the foregoing, Delaware’s corporate law with regard to corporate takeovers is the strongest
anywhere in the country. And if you want to “go public” with your corporation some day, Delaware’s onerous
disclosure requirements probably won’t bother you.
On the other hand, Nevada’s provisions for establishing and maintaining privacy of ownership and control is
unparallelled. In Nevada, ownership of a corporation is not a matter of public record: There is no prohibition
against the use of bearer shares; there is no requirement for stock to be issued; nor is there any requirement for
an annual meeting of stockholders. In terms of privacy of control, the use of contract (“nominee”) officers and
directors has been a common practice since 1925. In addition, NRS 78.257 makes it a gross misdemeanor for
anyone to even attempt to use a Nevada corporation’s records for purposes contrary to the interests of the owners.
Delaware is NOT “tax-free”. A Delaware corporation’s taxable income is taxed at the rate of 8.7%. In
addition, its franchise tax has a graduated rate depending on capitalization, amounting to a minimum of $30 and
a maximum of $130,000.
Nevada’s corporate law easily surpasses Delaware’s in terms of protection of corporate officers and agents.
Delaware has recently adopted a statute that allows a corporation to limit the liability of a director for monetary
damages—but officers of Delaware corporations are still not covered. The following acts of officers and
directors would be protected under Nevada law, but are exposed to liability under Delaware statutes:
1. Acts or omissions not in good faith;
2. Monetary damages occasioned by acts of officers (directors are now exempt);
3. Breach of a director’s duty of loyalty;
4. Transactions involving undisclosed personal benefit to the officer or director;
5. Acts or omissions that occurred prior to the date that the statute which provides for indemnification of
directors was passed and approved.
In summary, Delaware cannot match Nevada in providing shelter for small, private corporations.

CORPORATION SETUP AND MAINTENANCE FEES
Budget Corporation—includes:
 First-year resident agent fee
 Corporate Charter
 Articles of Incorporation
 Corporate Bylaws
 Corporate Resolutions
 Budget corporate record book
 3.5” floppy disk of resources
TOTAL

Nominee Service
Obtain EIN
Bank Account Setup
Expedite (24-hr. setup)

$200
$ 75
$100
$150

Annual Resident Agent Fee
Budget Mail Forwarding (18 per yr)
Full Mail Forwarding (240 pcs/yr)

$ 85
$ 50
$150

(702) 987-1103
Phoenix Source Distributors

Please note:
Temporarily, at least, all inquiries should be
routed through THE GOODLY COMPANY
in Las Vegas, Nevada at the telephone
number provided above. We apologize for
any inconvenience but fully expect to reestablish a correct working relationship
through our order center in Tehachapi,
California in short order.

For some 7 years over 100 Phoenix Journals were
withheld from the public domain never having been
published. We acknowledge Dr. Overholt for his
efforts in collating the writings of Commander
Hatonn into Journal format and are pleased to now
be able to offer these Journals “as-is” until such time
as others can apply the finishing touches (titles,
indexing, etc.)

Free Download at:
www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com
For the latest News on the

‘DivinePlan’
unfolding from the Philippines:

$410
For more information:

“THE NEVADA CORPORATION MANUAL”
Priced at just $45, including shipping and handling

(702) 870-5351
“Nevada corporations
at Budget prices”

FAIR USE NOTICE:
This News Review contains excerpts of copyrighted material intended
to advance understanding of environmental, political, human rights,
economic, scientific and social justice issues. Such use is considered
‘fair use’, exempt from copyright laws as provided for in Title 17, Ch.
1, Section 107 of the U.S. Code.

P.O. Box 27103
Las Vegas, NV 89126
E-Mail: BCR@BudgetCorporateRenewals.com

www.GlobalAllianceAssn.com
www.TallanoFdn.com
IF YOU MOVE EVER WITH GODLY INTENT,
SHARE WHAT YOU HAVE AND WORK
DILIGENTLY TOWARD ATTAINMENT OF THE
ULTIMATE GOAL—YOU WILL NOT BE LEFT
UNSHELTERED, UNCLOTHED OR IN WANT—FOR
WHEN YOU ARE CREATING “WITH” GOD, YOU
ARE EVER MOVING TOWARD ABUNDANCE—
NEVER AWAY FROM IT.—GCH, 3/4/00

